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ABSTRACT 
Between 1975 and 2006, childhood cancer survival rates have increased 
over 50%, resulting in a much larger population of childhood cancer survivors. 
As adults, childhood cancer survivors have poorer general health and 
significantly more health problems which can be linked to toxicities encountered 
during their treatments. They are more likely to be obese, have endocrine 
abnormalities, and suffer from hypertension and dyslipidemia. While their 
leading cause of death 15-plus years after finishing treatment is a second cancer, 
they also have higher rates of other chronic diseases such as diabetes, insulin 
resistance, cardiovascular disease, and pulmonary disease. 
Despite the clear evidence showing poorer health outcomes for childhood 
cancer survivors, many adolescents do not perceive that they are at increased 
risk for chronic diseases. Between 2006 and 2008, researchers at the University 
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of Hawaii Cancer Center conducted focus groups that revealed that parents and 
adolescent survivors lacked knowledge about cancer survivors' increased 
chronic disease risk, and pediatric oncologists were frustrated with parents' and 
survivors' unwillingness to modify health risk behaviors and lacked experience 
with behavior change counseling. 
Patient-centered Assessment and Counseling for Exercise + Nutrition 
(PACE+) is a validated, evidence-based physical activity and nutrition 
intervention that used the Transtheoretical Model to stage patients in varying 
levels of change. We modified PACE+ materials to make them suitable for 
adolescent cancer survivors in Hawaii and are calling this modified program 
Patient-centered Assessment and Counseling for Exercise+ Nutrition for 
Survivors (sPACE+). 
Surveys administered to clinicians at the Kapiolani Comprehensive 
Children's Cancer Center indicated that providers had low levels of consistent 
physical activity and nutrition counseling, did not take the patient's willingness to 
change into account when making health behavior recommendations, had 
several barriers to diet and physical activity counseling, and had low perceived 
success creating health behavior change with their patients. To address these 
issues, we modified the original PACE+ program and incorporated it into the 
EMR by creating a flowsheet and a progress note template. The sPACE+ 
system is a tool that informs the provider of their patient's physical activity or 
v 
nutrition status, tells them what to do and what to say, and provides them with 
written materials relevant to the patient's interests and willingness to change. 
At the conclusion of this project's usability study, we will administer staff 
surveys to assess how well the sPACE+ protocol fit into their long-term care 
delivery system. It is our hope that the sPACE+ system will have great perceived 
success by the clinic staff and minimal intrusion on their clinic workflow. 
The implementation of protocols into the EMR is an innovative idea that 
has shown considerable promise. If EMR-based interventions like sPACE+ are 
found to be successful, the potential exists for them to be quickly and easily 
shared between users of the same system at different institutions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Childhood Cancer Survivors 
Childhood cancer survival rates have increased significantly in recent 
years (Armstrong et al., 2009; Brener, 2003; Linaberry & Ross, 2008; National 
Cancer Institute, 2010; Pulte, Gondo, & Brener, 2008; Ries, 1999). Between 
1975 and 2006, survival rates have increased over 50% (Smith et al., 2010), 
resulting in a much larger population of childhood cancer survivors (National 
Cancer Institute, 2010; Reis, 1999). In the beginning of 2005, it was estimated 
that there were a total of 328,652 childhood cancer survivors in the United States 
(Mariotto et al., 2009). 
The Childhood Cancer Survivor Study includes over 14,000 patients from 
25 institutions, and has captured between 40% and 45% of 5-year childhood 
cancer survivors diagnosed between 1970 and 1986 in the United States 
(Leisenring et al., 2009; Robinson et al., 2002; Robinson et al., 2005; Robinson 
et at., 2009). Thanks to this large cohort and others like it, we now have much 
more information about survivors' long-term outcomes. 
As adults, childhood cancer survivors have poorer general health (Dowling 
et al., 2010; Mody et al., 2008) and significantly more health problems (Oeffinger 
et al., 2006; Schwartz et al., 201 0) which can be linked to toxicities encountered 
during their treatments. They are more likely to be obese (Garmey et al., 2008; 
Meacham et al., 2005; Oeffinger, 2003; Robinson et al., 2005), have endocrine 
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abnormalities (Gurney et at., 2003; Mody et at., 2008), and suffer from 
hypertension (Meacham et at., 2010) and dyslipidemia (Meacham et at., 2010). 
While their leading cause of death 15-plus years after finishing treatment is a 
second cancer (Lawless, Verma, Green, & Mahoney, 2007), they also have 
higher rates of other chronic diseases such as diabetes (Meacham et at., 2009; 
Meacham et at., 2010), insulin resistance (Oeffinger et at., 2009), cardiovascular 
disease (Armstrong et at., 2009; Chen, Colan, & Diller, 2011; Gurney et at., 2003; 
Mertens, 2007; Mertens et at., 2008; Mertens et at., 2001; Mody et at., 2008; 
Mulrooney et at., 2009; Oeffinger et at., 2006), and pulmonary disease 
(Armstrong et at., 2009; Mertens, 2007; Mertens et at., 2008; Mertens et at., 
2001; Mody et at., 2008) . They are also at higher risk for subsequent myocardial 
infarction (Mulrooney et at., 2009) and stroke (Bowers et at., 2006; Gurney et at., 
2003). 
Despite the clear evidence showing poorer health outcomes for childhood 
cancer survivors, many adolescents do not perceive that they are at increased 
risk for chronic diseases (Tyc, Hadley, & Crockett, 2001; Wada et at., 2012). 
Nutrition and Physical Activity 
A nutritious diet can confer numerous health benefits. People who 
consume greater amounts of fruit and vegetables and less fat are at lower risk for 
weight gain (Field, Willett, Lissner, & Colditz, 2007), cardiovascular disease 
(Bazzano et ar., 2002; Genkinger, Platz, Hoffman, Comstock, & Helzlsouer, 
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2004; Hooper et al., 2001; Hung et al., 2004; Joshipura et al., 2001; Ness & 
Powles, 1997; Oh, Hu, Manson, Stampfer, & Willett, 2005), type 2 diabetes 
(Linstrom et al., 2006), and certain cancers (Feskanich et al., 2012; Genkinger et 
al., 2004; Kirsh et al., 2007; Michaud et al., 1999; Pavia, Pileggi, Nobile, & 
Angelillo, 2006; Prentice et al., 2007; Terry, Terry, & Wolk, 2008). 
Physical activity by youth and adolescents is protective against obesity 
(Janssen & LeBlanc, 201 0), metabolic syndrome (Janssen & LeBlanc, 201 0; 
Ruiz et al., 2009), and cardiovascular disease later in life (Ruiz et al., 2009). 
Physical activity in adults has been shown to reduce the risk of cardiovascular 
disease (Carnethon, Gulati, & Greeland, 2005; Macera, Hootman, & Sniezek, 
2003; Press, Freestone, & George, 2003; Warburton, Nicol, & Bredin, 2006), type 
2 diabetes (Macera et al., 2003; Warburton et al., 2006), and specific cancers 
(Warburton et al., 2006). 
A study on adolescent pediatric cancer survivors in Honolulu found that 
96% of participants did not meet national guidelines for fruit and vegetable 
intake, much higher than state or national non-compliance rates. The same 
study also found that over a third of survivors failed to meet national physical 
activity guidelines (Wada et al., 2012). In general, adult survivors of childhood 
cancers report less physical activity (Florin et al., 2007; Ness, Hudson et al., 
2009; Ness, Leisenring et al., 2009). This could be due to treatment-related 
activity limitations (Hudson et al., 2003), poorer health, or cancer-related pain 
(Cox et al., 2008; Hudson et al., 2003). 
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Patient-Centered Assessment and Counseling for Exercise + Nutrition 
Patient-centered Assessment and Counseling for Exercise + Nutrition 
(PACE+) is a validated, evidence-based physical activity and nutrition 
intervention created by researchers at San Diego State University and the 
University of California at San Diego (Calfas, Sallis, Oldenburg, & Ffrench, 1997; 
Hagler, Calfas, Norman, Sallis, & Patrick, 2006; Patrick et al., 2006). Their 
intervention consisted of a computer program completed by adolescents in a 
primary care clinic, several minutes of provider counseling, and mail and 
telephone contact for 12 months. Participants were also given a printed Teen 
Guide which included information on physical activity and nutrition, and 
worksheets that were completed with a PACE+ counselor over the phone. 
Post-intervention data 4 months after baseline showed that patients using 
PACE+ had increased their fruit and vegetable intake, decreased their dietary fat 
intake, and increased their physical activity (Patrick et al., 2006). Adolescent 
evaluations of the program indicated that participants had high levels of 
satisfaction with the look and feel of the program, a good understanding of the 
words and ideas used, and thought that the feedback fit them well. A survey of 
providers showed that a majority perceived PACE+ as helpful for improving their 
patients' nutrition and physical activity behaviors, were satisfied with how PACE+ 
was implemented in their clinic, and would recommend PACE+ to other offices 
(Prochaska, Zabinski, Calfas, Sallis, & Patrick, 2000). A study by Huang, 
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Norman, Zabinski, Calfas, and Patrick (2007) found that the PACE+ intervention 
did not worsen participants' self-esteem or body dissatisfaction. 
A component of our project is the modification of PACE+ materials to 
make them suitable for adolescent cancer survivors in Hawaii. We are calling 
this modified program Patient-centered Assessment and Counseling for Exercise 
+Nutrition for Survivors (sPACE+). 
The Transtheoretical Model 
PACE+ uses the Transtheoretical Model (TTM) to stage patients based on 
their readiness to change (Figure 1 ). The TTM is a framework that has been 
used to tailor many health behavior interventions. It consists of six distinct 
stages in which the target is in varying levels of readiness to change a particular 
behavior. In stage one, precontemplation, a person does not intend to change in 
the next six months. In stage two, contemplation, a person is intending to 
change in the next six months. In stage three, preparation, a person plans to 
change in the next 20 days. In stage four, action, a person has adopted the 
change in the last six months. In stage five, maintenance, a person has 
maintained the behavior change for more than six months, and is focused on 
sustaining that level of change. In stage six, termination, a person has 
successfully made the behavior change, and is confident in their ability to 
maintain it without thoughts of reversion (Edberg, 2007; Prochaska, Redding, & 
Evers, 2008). 
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Figure 1: The Transtheoretical Model Stages. 
Reprinted from The Cycle of Change from 
www.alcohol-drugs.co.uk. Copyright 2010 by Tim 
Morrison. 
The TTM has been successfully applied to fruit and vegetable 
consumption (Horwath, Nigg, Motl, Wong, & Dishman, 2010; Johnson et al., 
2008), dietary fat intake (Finckenor & Byrd-Bredbenner, 2000; Spencer, Wharton, 
Moyle, & Adanis, 2007; Wright, Velicer, & Prochaska, 2009), and physical activity 
(Dishman, Vandenberg, Motl, & Nigg, 201 0; Jackson, Asimakopoulou, & 
Scammell, 2007). It has also been used successfully in several other types of 
health behavior interventions. including smoking cessation (Schumann et al.. 
2007), recovery from alcohol addiction (Health, Honekopp, & Smailes, 2009}, and 
contraceptive use (Dempsey, Johnson, & Westhoff, 2011). 
The idea behind the TTM is to provide only advice that is appropriate for 
the patient, maximizing its effectiveness and reducing wasted time and 
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resources. Incorporating stages of change allows for tailoring of the intervention 
based on the patient's current level of readiness and motivation. In addition, the 
intervention becomes dynamic, adjusting as the patient changes, and continuing 
to guide and support them as their goals and needs change. 
Hawaii's Population 
Hawaii has a unique ethnic make-up that differs significantly from the rest 
of the United States. Hawaii has over 8 times the national percentage of Asians, 
and over 50 times the national percentage of Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific 
Islanders (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012). Studies have demonstrated ethnic 
differences in both childhood cancer incidence (Chow et at., 2010; McKinney et 
al., 2003; National Cancer Institute, 1999; Stiller, McKinney, Bunch, Bailey, & 
Lewis, 1991) and survivorship (Stiller, Bunch, & Lewis, 2000). 
Physical activity and nutrition behaviors also differ significantly by ethnicity 
(Centers for Disease Control, 2007; Daida, Novonty, Grove, Acharya, & Vogt, 
2006). Minority adolescents and adults have been found to have lower levels of 
physical activity (August & Sorkin, 2010; Gordon-Larsen, McMurray, & Popkin, 
1999). Adolescent survivors of childhood cancer in Hawaii have been found to 
have higher reported levels of inactivity and lower levels of fruit and vegetable 
intake than national adolescent childhood cancer survivor populations (Wada et 
al., 2012). 
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Additionally, caregiving of childhood cancer patients during and after 
treatment also differs by ethnicity (Martinson et al. , 1999; Leavitt et al., 1999). 
Differences in attitudes of parents and caregivers can greatly affect compliance 
with nutrition and physical activity recommendations. 
Kapiolani Comprehensive Children's Cancer Center 
Kapiolani Medical Center for Women & Children is located in Honolulu on 
the island of Oahu, and is Hawaii's only children's specialty hospital. The 
Kapiolani Comprehensive Children's Cancer Center (KCCCC) is a member of the 
National Cancer Institute's Children's Oncology Group, caring for 98% of the 
children in Hawaii who are diagnosed with cancer and serving as the major 
referral center for patients from the Pacific Basin. Their team of providers 
includes pediatric oncologists, pediatric surgeons, specialist surgeons, radiation 
oncologists, pathologists, nurses, consulting pediatric specialists, psychiatrists, 
oncology social workers, nutritionists, and home health care professionals. The 
staff we surveyed in this project includes those dedicated to the long-term follow-
up clinic, and includes pediatric oncologists, a pediatric oncology nurse 
practitioner, nurses, and physical therapists. 
Because childhood cancer survivors have a high second cancer risk 
(Meadows et al., 2009), the primary focus of the KCCCC clinical staff during 
follow-up is on identifying cancer recurrence, not on nutrition or physical activity 
behaviors. After 2 years in remission, patients meet with a nurse practitioner 
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who provides a comprehensive overview of treatment-specific risks incurred over 
the course of their cancer treatment. Examples of these include cardiovascular 
disease, liver disease, cognitive difficulties, and osteoporosis. They are given a 
packet from "Health Links" -written materials produced by the Children's 
Oncology Group - that is customized to include information on the health issues 
that they are at high risk for post-therapy (Landier et al., 2004). Each packet also 
contains four pages of information on nutrition and physical activity. A referral is 
made to the clinic's dietician and/or physical therapist if excess age-appropriate 
weight gain is seen over several visits. 
The measures above represent recent progress at the KCCCC to develop 
more structured long-term follow-up care for survivors of childhood cancer. 
However, with regard to changes in health risk behaviors, multiple studies have 
found that interventions providing only printed materials have limited 
effectiveness (Burger et al., 2003; Wang, Kyriacou, & Wolf, 2010), and are 
inferior to other more interactive methods of teaching and counseling (Friedrich, 
Cermak, & Maderbacher, 1996; Turner et al., 2007). The implementation of 
sPACE+ into this clinic's follow-up care, plan should be better able to support 
adolescent survivors and help them to achieve better health through increased 
physical activity and improved diet. 
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Adolescent Survivors' Focus Group 
Between 2006 and 2008, researchers at the University of Hawaii Cancer 
Center conducted focus groups with adolescent survivors who were patients at 
the KCCCC, parents of those adolescent survivors, and staff pediatric 
oncologists. Parents and patients revealed a lack of knowledge about cancer 
survivors' increased chronic disease risk, and pediatric oncologists shared their 
frustration with parents' and survivors' unwillingness to modify health risk 
behaviors. Pediatric oncologists also indicated that they lacked experience with 
behavior change counseling, and were unable to accurately assess parents' and 
patients' willingness to change. 
Electronic Medical Record 
Documented advantages of EMR implementation include decreased costs 
(Wang et al., 2003; Zlabek, Wickus, & Mathiason, 2011), more comprehensive 
and rapid billing documentation (Laing, 2002), easier data retrieval (Malaviya & 
Gogia, 201 0), fewer patient care errors (Ziabek, Wickus, & Mathiason, 2011 ), 
better adherence to screening and treatment standards for different conditions 
(Bell et at., 201 0; Cebul, Love, Jain, & Hebert, 2011; Co et al., 201 0), better care 
coordination between multiple clinicians (Bates, 201 0; O'Malley, Grossman, 
Cohen, Kamper, & Pham, 2009), and quicker access to patient information 
(Graetz et al., 2009). 
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Multiple interventions have used the EMR in an attempt to improve patient 
care. These include the creation and implementation of EMR features that 
calculate clinical parameters of interest (Keehbauch et al., 2012), remind 
physicians to complete reports or prescribe treatments (Linder et al., 2009; 
Lindner, Davoren, Vollmer, Williams, & Landefeld, 2007), refer patients who 
could benefit from additional services to specialists (Patel, Mathew, Raptis, 
Christofi, & Youngman, 201 0), track patients with abnormal test results (Dupuis 
et al., 2010), and facilitate specialized data entry for certain conditions (Linder et 
al., 2009; Malaviya & Gogia, 2010; Park et al., 2010). The EMR also allows for 
automated record searches that can quickly identify patients at high risk for 
diseases like diabetes and cardiovascular disease (Hivert, Grant, Shrader, & 
Meigs, 2009). 
Patient care can be improved by incorporating standardized evidence-
based care plans into physicians' EMR workflow (Poder, Fogelberg-Dahm, & 
Wadenstein, 2011 ). Multiple interventions have put clinical decision support 
systems into the EMR, including programs for management of lipids (Gill, Chen, 
Glutting, Diamond, Lieberman, 2009), diabetes (O'Connor et al., 2011), 
osteoporosis (Edwards et al., 2012), and childhood obesity (Adhikari, Parker, 
Binns, & Ariza, 2011; Rattay, Ramakrishnan, Atkinson, Gilson, & Drayton, 2009). 
Kapiolani Medical Center for Women & Children is one of four hospitals in 
the Hawaii Pacific Health System, and uses Epic (Verona, WI) for their electronic 
medical record (EMR) system. At the end of 2009, the Department of Health and 
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Human Services proposed provisions for the Health Information Technology for 
Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act which made $1 .84 billion from extra 
Medicare and Medicaid payments available to hospitals and health care 
professionals who demonstrate "meaningful use" of the EMR. "Meaningful" users 
must be using the EMR to improve quality of care or increase efficiency of care 
delivery (Blumenthal, 201 0). In 2011, Hawaii Pacific Health was one of the first 
hospital systems in the country to receive funds from the Medicare and Medicaid 
Electronic Health Record Initiative Program (Herman, 8., 2001). They received 
$4.3 million in incentive funds for their "meaningful use" of EMR technology. As 
such, Kapiolani Medical Center is well-positioned to incorporate practice 
management programs for improvement in health risk behaviors into their EMR. 
Objectives 
The objectives of the current project are: 
1. To assess the need for a more effective physical activity and nutrition 
counseling program by surveying clinicians who treat adolescent cancer 
survivors, 
2. To modify and update an evidence-based physical activity and nutrition 
protocol (PACE+) for Hawaii's adolescent cancer survivor population, and 
3. To integrate our modified PACE+ protocol (sPACE+) into the electronic 
medical record for easier use by clinicians. 
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We hope that completion of this project will result in an effective and low-
maintenance physical activity and nutrition intervention that can be successfully 
implemented into the KCCCC. 
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METHODS 
Clinician Survey 
We administered a pre-intervention survey with the same questions used 
by investigators working on the original PACE+ project. Only a few minor 
modifications were made (Appendix 1 ). The purpose of the survey was to 
assess the current characteristics of the clinic staff's physical activity and 
nutrition counseling. This included frequency of counseling, counseling 
approach, perceived success of counseling , and barriers to counseling. The 
survey was anonymous and administered on SurveyMonkey TM . Participation 
was verified through the use of user identification codes. 
sPACE+ 
The sPACE+ materials include a Lifestyle Survey (Figure 2), nine different 
protocols (Appendices 3-11), 25 tip sheets (not shown), one parent information 
sheet (Appendix 12), and three different Teen Guides (not shown). 
The purpose of the Lifestyle Survey (Figure 2) is to determine the patient's 
health behavior change of interest and their stage of change for that particular 
behavior. Patients select one of three topics - increasing fruit and vegetable 
intake, decreasing dietary fat intake, or increasing physical activity -then answer 
questions about their current levels of that health behavior and their intentions for 
change. The answers they provide place them in Protocol 1, 2, or 3 for fruit and 
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vegetable intake, Protocol 1, 2, or 3 for dietary fat intake, or Protocol 1, 2, or 3 for 
physical activity. 
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Figure 2: Lifestyle Survey 
bop'ies to patjents 13-22 years I 
PACE+ lifestyle Survey 
Fruit and Vegetables 1. Howmllty MrVInpaffrull.nd v••••l•clo yau uaua~~y..a.-.Uy? 
(a •Ning if %I CUP of cooked ~biN, 1 cup of -*f. a piece of fruit. % CUP of t~ fruit 
juloe)? 
... 
., ,,., 
·• c' ·~I'@ one,,,, -~ · n IS~ • _vou !fr()fl) 0 to 6 or mor~i 
Zero One Two Three Four Five Six or more 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6+ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
If you answer between "0" and "4" go to question # 2 If you answer "5" or "6+" go to question # 3 
L l L L l L l 
2 Do you think yau Will ...,. eaang ••..,. 3 Hive you tiHn elltlng I • .._ 
"'YiiM of frvlt tnd vegetlblet • dly in the ll[ldlw of fNI tnd vegetablela dey 
rwxt 6 month&? for mcQ the" s montha? 
:Ot'o:~~ ,r.-.. :'''~·M:'' bn:.·,·. ·:.._.,,;,.·: Qf•l! .l~!ltJO:f ~,. 
1 0 No, and I do not intend to in the next six months 31 g Less than 6 months 
2 0 
Yes, I intend to in the next six months 6 months or more 
0 Yes, I intend to in the next 30 days 
Dietary Fat 
A high flit diet is when more than 30% of the calories in your diet come from fat in the 
foods you eat Fats have twice as many calories as protein or carbohydrates. 
Examples of high fat foods are: 
MEA 'IS MILK SNACKS ADDIDFAT 
:J{arnourgers, cnee.fe6urgers, Wfi,,fe mim_. rliec.fe, cliips, cro~je.f, piz:;a_, (ilueter, 
fioldc1fJS, (J\Jrtugue.fe sau.rage, ice c~am, miff{,.rlia~r.rt condj 6ars, mafilsad"as, tnayllnnai.w, 
rfii<~f!n witn s~in fi~IJ/ried" mara ttllli ana rliuse <Frencli fries, nut.f., spam .wurrrtam, 
cliic~(n (lr ~fl t.ru .• cliic~(n musu6i safad" an:ssina 
nuiJIIels.JrietfJisfi, spam, hai"<m 
Fill in the circle for the one ~ that is true for you. 
t. Do JIDU eat ...... •feod• ~ 
1 0 Yes. I eat high fat foods everyday, and I do not intend to c h a n g e in the next six months 
0 Yes, I eat high fat foods everyday, but I do intend to change in the next six months 
2 0 Yes. I eat high fat foods everyday, but I do intend to change in the next 30 days 
0 No, I avoid eating high fat foods everyday and I have been for less than 6 months 
3 0 No, I avoid eating high fat foods everyday and I have been for 6 months or more 
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Physical Activity 
• Physical activity is any activity that increases your heart rate and makes you get out of 
breath some of the time. 
. Physical activity can be done in sports, playing with friends, or walking to school. 
• Some examples of physical activity are running, brisk walking, rollerblading, biking, 
skateboarding. dancing, swimming, soccer, basketball, football , & surfing. 
1 tn • typical week. bill IICIIIII mill¥. dMIS, do you dO physical acbvly ror fJlJ "'""' ..... or more_? 
0 ·'·._· ' ;;a• _.J " -~· _i_f1_• ·1! :_2J..u r,_ .,, ·r >r( ·D} _• 
Zero One Two Three Four days Five Six or more days 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6+ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
If you ansi/IIQr between ·o· and "4" go to question # 2 If you ansi/IIQr "5" or "6+ • go to question # 3 
~ t t t t l l 
2. Do Y'MI lhink you '~tit natt doing eo mi~Uea ol 3. How nany monttw tMtYe you been 
phytfCal actMty o • mgre w a WHir tn 1he doinG eo mhAln ot ph~ act~vrty 
MJit t month11? on 5 or more •ra pet waek? 
,_,, ..... (· 
" t ,,-,, -'1 ·.·"-'· :: 
1 0 No, and I do not intend to in the next six months 3 1 0 Less than 6 months 0 Yes. I intend to in the next six months 0 6 months or more 
2 0 Yes. I intend to in the next 30 days 
The doctor wants to talk with you today about 1 of these 3 topics. 
Pick the ONE topic you are most interested in working on: 
0 Fruit & Vegetables 0 Dietary Fat 0 Physical Activity 
2 
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Protocol 1 (Appendices 3, 6, & 9) includes patients in Stage 1 
(precontemplation). These patients are not currently meeting national 
recommendations for fruit and vegetable intake, dietary fat consumption intake, 
or physical activity, and do not intend to make any changes to their behavior in 
the next 6 months or the next 30 days. Questions and information in this protocol 
try to make the patient more aware of the possible benefits of their se~ected 
behavior change. If they cannot think of any benefits on their own, a list of 
benefits is provided that they must read and copy down. 
Protocol 2 (Appendices 4, 7, & 10) includes patients in Stages 2 
(contemplation) and 3 (preparation) . These patients are not currently meeting 
national recommendations for fruit and vegetable intake, dietary fat intake, or 
physical activity, but they intend to modify their behavior in the next 6 months (in 
contemplation) or the next 30 days (in preparation). Questions and information in 
this protocol remind the patient of the benefits of their selected behavior, asks 
them about their current barriers to behavior change, and helps them to make 
specific and easily achievable goals. 
Protocol 3 (Appendices 5, 8, & 11) includes patients in Stages 4 (action), 5 
(maintenance), and 6 (termination). These patients are currently meeting 
national recommendations for fruit and vegetable intake, dietary fat intake, or 
physical activity. Questions and information ih this protocol remind patients of 
what motivates them to continue with their behavior change, encourages them to 
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make additional positive health behavior changes, and helps them to plan for 
possible obstacles that could derail their current success. 
The tip sheets are documents that provide the patient with additional 
information on health behavior changes. At each follow-up visit, patients are 
given a tip sheet that is relevant to the health behavior change they selected and 
their stage of change. 
The Teen Guides are booklets which include information about the 
sPACE+ program and the health behavior change they selected (fruit and 
vegetable intake, dietary fat intake, or physical activity). It also contains 
worksheets for goal-setting, diet or exercise monitoring, and planning for future 
changes. 
PACE+ Modification Process 
The original PACE+ adult materials were created in 1999, and the 
adolescent PACE+ materials were created in 2001. Because a significant 
amount of time had elapsed since this program was last used, we updated these 
printed materials to best serve our Hawaii cancer survivor population. In 
addition, the original PACE+ adolescent protocols were unavailable, so we 
modified the adult protocols which used the same intervention strategy and 
theoretical framework. 
Making changes to the original PACE+ materials was an iterative process 
that involved working with the members of the research team and clinical , 
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administrative, and leadership staff at Kapiolani Medical Center. We worked to 
make sure that the materials were appropriate for their patients and that the 
patient surveys and subsequent documentation and counseling procedure fit into 
the workflow of their clinic. 
sPACE+ Electronic Medical Record Components 
The EMR component of the program consists of two parts: a flowsheet 
where nurses and physicians input the patient's nutrition and physical activity 
information, and a progress note template that autofills information from the 
flowsheet for physician documentation of the visit. 
The EMR flowsheet (Figure 4) is simply a worksheet where data fields are 
filled with patients' survey responses. It is the only sPACE+ EMR feature where 
clinicians enter patient information. To limit the amount of work done by the 
nursing staff, not all of the patient's protocol responses are recorded into the 
flowsheet. Only the most important information about their motivations, barriers, 
and plan for change are put into the flowsheet. Even though the responses to 
several questions are not recorded (e.g., who will help them achieve their goals, 
previous slip-ups, areas they are satisfied with), these questions are still 
important because they force the patient to think more about the behavior 
change and follow the processing and planning steps that help them to move 
forward through the stages of change model. 
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Progress notes are completed l;>y providers to document the events of 
each patient visit. While a patient's participation in sPACE+ will require the 
physician to document their sPACE+ information in a progress note, the amount 
of extra work will be minimal because of the use of a Smartphrase - a short 
combination of characters used to pull flowsheet information into a progress note 
-to automatically generate the sPACE+ portion of their note (Appendix 13). 
sPACE+ Clinic Flow 
Participation in sPACE+ is voluntary, but encouraged by the clinic staff 
because of the benefits to the patient. Participants must be a patient in the 
KCCCC Long-Term Follow-Up Clinic off therapy for at least one month, between 
the ages of 13 and 22, and able to read and write English. Patients are 
instructed that they have the option of working on the questionnaires by 
themselves or completing them with the help of a parent (if present). If a parent 
is present, they are given an information sheet (Appendix 12) explaining the 
program and the potential benefits to their child, and encouraging them to be 
supportive of their child's health behavior goals. 
When the patient arrives at the follow-up clinic, they check in with the ward 
clerk, and are given the Lifestyle Survey (Figure 2). The Lifestyle Survey is very 
short and takes only a few minutes to complete. The Lifestyle Survey is then 
returned to the clerk, and the patient is given the appropriate protocol form. 
These protocol forms have been color -coded to correspond to the appropriate 
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stage of change identified by the Lifestyle Survey. Patients then typically go to 
the hospital lab for blood tests and then to lunch while they wait for their lab 
results and their appointment with an oncologist. This gives the patient a 
significant amount of time to fill out the protocol, which has more questions and is 
more extensive than the Lifestyle Survey. When the patient returns to the clinic, 
they give their protocol to a nurse, who enters their Lifestyle Survey and protocol 
responses into the EMR sPACE+ flowsheet. Next, they meet with their 
oncologist, who commences with their usual follow-up examination. During the 
visit, the physician is able to open the EMR sPACE+ flowsheet and go over the 
patient's physical activity and nutrition information with them. Here, the physician 
has the opportunity to counsel the patient and link the advice they give to the 
patient's cancer-specific and cancer treatment-specific health risks. At the end of 
the visit, the physician gives the patient a Teen Guide for their selected health 
behavior change and a tip sheet that corresponds to their health behavior change 
and stage of change. 
Patients in this program will be asked to return for a 3-month follow-up 
visit. At this return visit, the patient will complete another Lifestyle Survey. 
Responses to the Lifestyle Survey determine if the patient has advanced to a 
new stage of change. If there is a change, the patient will be given a different 
protocol for their new stage. If there is no change, the patient will not receive a 
new protocol, but will review their previous visit's responses with their physician 
during their examination. 
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RESULTS 
Pre-Intervention Survey Results 
Our pre-intervention survey of the clinic staff had 100% participation. 
Participants included four oncologists, one pediatric oncology nurse practitioner, 
seven nurses, three physical therapists, and one ward clerk. The ward clerk 
responded "not applicable" to all of the counseling questions, so her responses 
were not included in the statistical analysis. 
Table 1 shows the percentage of providers who gather information on 
adolescent survivors' physical activity and nutrition behaviors more than 50% of 
the time. Sixty percent of clinic staff gathered adolescent survivors' physical 
activity information more than half the time, and only 20% gathered survivors' 
nutrition information more than half the time. Nurses in this clinic were less likely 
to gather patients' physical activity or nutrition information than the oncologists 
and nurse practitioner. 
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Table 1: Percentage of providers who gather information on adolescent 
survivors' physical activity and nutrition more than 50% of the time 
Physical Activity Nutrition 
All (Oncologists, Nurse Practitioner, 60% (9/15) 20% (3/15) Nurses, Physical Therapists) 
Oncologists & Nurse Practitioner 60% (3/5) 20% (1/5) 
Nurses 43% (3/7) 0% (0/7) 
Physical Therapists 100% (3/3) 0% (0/3) 
Table 2 shows the percentage of providers who make recommendations 
with adolescent survivors for physical activity or dietary changes more often than 
"sometimes" (sometimes= 3 on a 5-point scale). The percentage of clinic staff 
who made recommendations to adolescent survivors more often than 
"sometimes" was 40% for physical activity, 33% for dietary changes for weight 
management, 27% for dietary changes to increase fruit or vegetable intake, and 
20% for dietary changes to decrease fat intake. Nurses were less likely to make 
physical activity or nutrition recommendations than the oncologists and nurse 
practitioner group or the physical therapists. 
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Table 2: Percentage of providers who make recommendations with adolescent 
survivors for physical activity or dietary changes more often than "sometimes" 
Dietary Changes 
Physical 
Activity 
For weight To increase To fruit/vegetable decrease 
management intake fat intake 
All 40% (6/15) 33% (5/15) 27% (4/15) 20% (3/15) 
Oncologists & 
Nurse 40% (2/5) 60% (3/5) 40% (2/5) 20% (1/5) 
Practitioner 
Nurses 14% (1/7) 0% (0/7) 0% (0/7) 0% (0/7) 
Physical 100% (3/3) 67% (2/3) 67% (2/3) 67% (2/3) Therapists 
Table 3 shows the percentage of providers who employ each type of 
advising approach with adolescent survivors. Only one provider in this clinic (a 
nurse) counsels patients based on their willingness to change. The majority of 
providers (67%) try to engage the patient in an active discussion about what they 
should do. In the oncologists and nurse practitioner group, two out of five simply 
tell the patient what they think they should do. No one responded that they tell 
the patient's parents what the patient should do. 
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Table 3: Percentage of providers who employ each type of advising approach 
with adolescent survivors 
Based Tell Refer 
on Tell Engage parents patient to 
willing- patient patient in what the 
active dietician or 
ness to what to do discussion patient physical 
change should do therapist 
All 7% (1/15) 13% (2/15) 67% (10/15) 0% (0/15) 13% (2/15) 
Oncologists 
& Nurse 0% (0/5) 40% (2/5) 60% (3/5) 0% (0/5) 0% (0/5) 
Practitioner 
Nurses 14% (1/7) 0% (0/7) 57% (4/7) 0% (0/7) 29% (2/7) 
Physical 0% (0/3) 0% (0/3) 100% (3/3) 0% (0/3) 0% (0/3) Therapists 
Table 4 shows the percentage of providers who perceive that they are 
more than "somewhat successful" (somewhat successful= 3 on a 5-point scale) 
in helping adolescent survivors achieve physical activity and dietary changes. 
The percentage of providers in this clinic who perceived that they were more than 
"somewhat successful" in helping adolescent survivors achieve their goals was 
29% for physical activity, 14% for dietary changes for weight management, 21% 
for dietary changes to increase fruit or vegetable intake, and 21% for dietary 
changes to decrease fat intake. 
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Table 4: Percentage of providers who perceive that they are more than 
"somewhat successful" in helping adolescent survivors achieve physical activity 
and dietary changes 
Dietary Changes 
Physical 
Activity 
For weight To increase To decrease fruiUvegetable 
management intake fat intake 
All 29% (4/14) 14% (2/14) 21% (3/14) 21% (3/14) 
Oncologists & 
Nurse 20% (1/5) 0% (0/5) 20% (1/5) 20% (1/5) 
Practitioner 
Nurses 17% (1/6) 33% (2/6) 33% (2/6) 33% (2/6) 
Physical 67% (2/3) 0% (0/3) 0% (0/3) 0% (0/3) Therapists 
Tables Sa and Sb show the percentage of providers who consider each of 
the physical activity and nutrition counseling barriers to be more than "somewhat 
limiting" (somewhat limiting = 3 on a 5-point scale). The greatest number of clinic 
providers reported that lack of time (27%), lack of knowledge about nutrition 
(40%), lack of support staff (40%), patient's unwillingness to change (33%), 
parent's unwillingness to change (42%), and lack of training in behavior 
counseling (33%), were more than "somewhat limiting" factors when doing 
physical activity or nutrition counseling with adolescent survivors. 
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Table 5a: Percentage of provideffi who consider each of the physical activity and nutrition counsefing barriers to be more 
than "'somewhat limiting,. 
Lack of Lack of 
Lackoftime Lack of knowledge knowledge Lack. of support reimbursement about physical about nutrition staff activity 
N All 27% {4/15) 13% (2/15) 13% (2/15) 40% (6/15) 40% (6/15) 00 
Oncologists 
&Nurse 40% (2/5) 20% (115) 20% (1/5) 40% (215) 60% (3/5) 
Practitioner 
Nurses 29% (2f7 ) 0% (Ofi) 14% (1fi ) 43% (317) 43% (3fi) 
Physical 0% (0/3) 33% (1/3) 0% (0/3) 33% (113) 0% (0/3) Therapists 
Table 5b: Percentage of providers who consider each of the physical activity and nutrition counseling b,arriers to be more 
than ~somewhat limiting 
Perception Concerns l ack of 
Too that you are about the Patient's Parent's training in 
frustrating, not an potential risks unwillingness unwillingness behavior effective of physical to change to change counseling 
counselor activity 
N All 7% (1/15) 7% (1115) 7% (1/15) 33% (5115) 47% U /15) 33% (5/15) co 
Oncologists 
&Nurse 0% (0/5) 0% (015) 20% (115) 40% (2/5) 60% (315) 60% (3/5) 
Practitioner 
Nurses 14% (1f7) 14% (1f7 ) 0% (0/7) 29% (2fl) 43% (3fl) 43% (3f1 ) 
Physical 0% (0/3) 0% (0/3 ) 0% (0/3) 33% (1/3) 33% (1/3) 0% (013 ) Therapists 
Figures 3 and 4 show the average number of minutes clinicians spent 
counseling adolescent survivors for physical activity and nutrition, respectively. 
They were asked about three types of adolescent survivors -those who were 
apparently healthy, those who had co-morbidities (i.e. diabetes, hypertension, 
asthma, or chronic kidney disease), and those with known risk factors (i.e. 
smoking, obesity, metabolic syndrome, or radiation/chemotherapy risk factors). 
Clinicians reported spending more time counseling adolescent survivors with co-
morbidities and known risk factors than those without. 
Figure 3: Time spent counseling for physical activity by clinician type and 
adolescent survivor health status 
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Figure 4: Time spent counseling for nutrition by clinician type and adolescent 
survivor health status 
Time Spent Counseling for Nutrition by Clinician Type 
and Follow-Up Patient Status 
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There were several changes made to the printed materials to address the 
cultural and environmental differences between San Diego, California and 
Hawaii. In San Diego, food is much more influenced by Hispanic culture, and 
many of their commonly enjoyed food items would not be recognized by an 
adolescent who had grown up in Hawaii. For example, we replaced high-fat 
examples like carne asada (beef steak) burritos with popular local items like 
Spam musubis (a slice of spam and rice wrapped in seaweed) and chicken katsu 
(Japanese breaded and fried chicken breast). For physical activity materials, we 
included activities like surfing and body-boarding because of their popularity in 
Hawaii. We also updated the printed materials with more modern clip art images, 
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and replaced older technology with newer electronic entertainment devices such 
as active video games (e.g., Wii™) and mp3 players. 
Electronic Medical Record Flowsheet and Progress Note 
Several programming features were added to the flowsheet (Figure 5) to 
minimize errors and save time during clinician data entry. We used drop-down 
menus when appropriate, and implemented automatic filtering that narrows 
answer choices in the flowsheet and automatically assigns a protocol based on 
the patient's Lifestyle Survey responses. For patients in Protocol2, we linked 
their "Roadblocks" to counseling tips that providers can read in the flowsheet 
while they are seeing the patient, and to tip sheets that can help to provide 
solutions to that particular roadblock. These tip sheets can then be printed by 
the provider and given to the patient. 
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We also created a progress note template that that allows for clear and 
complete reporting of the patients' sPACE+ information (Appendix 13). 
Information entered into the flowsheet is automatically imported into the 
physician's prt>gress note through the use of a Smartphrase, eliminating the need 
for additional documentation. 
Summary 
Surveys of KCCCC clinicians prior to sPACE+ implementation indicate 
that nutrition and physical activity counseling for survivors occurs only 
occasionally, counseling based on willingness to change rarely occurs, and 
clinicians have multiple barriers to nutrition and physical activity counseling. To 
address these issues, we modified the original PACE+ program and incorporated 
it into the EMR by creating a flowsheet and a progress note template. 
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DISCUSSION 
Minimizing chronic disease risks by emphasizing the importance of 
healthy nutrition and physical activity behaviors should be a goal in the long-term 
care of pediatric cancer survivors. 
Survey Responses 
Our pre-intervention survey indicated that clinicians had low levels of 
consistent physical activity and nutrition counseling, did not take the patient's 
willingness to change into account when making health behavior 
recommendations, had several barriers to diet and physical activity counseling, 
and had low perceived success creating health behavior change with their 
patients. 
Counseling barriers that seemed to be the most limiting to providers 
included lack of time, lack of knowledge about nutrition, lack of support staff, 
patient's unwillingness to change, parent's unwillingness to change, and lack of 
training in behavior counseling, The implementation of sPACE+ has the potential 
to eliminate or lessen the significance of these counseling barriers and reduce 
their need for additional support staff who specialize in physical activity or 
nutrition counseling. The sPACE+ program saves time because providers 
counsel only those who are in the contemplation or maintenance stages of the 
TTM, and spend very little time with patients who do not intend to change. 
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Clinicians who listed lack of knowledge about nutrition and lack of training in 
behavior counseling as barriers will be assisted by the counseling cues built into 
the sPACE+ flowsheet and the printed materials provided. While a patient or 
parent's unwillingness to change can cause a provider a great deal of frustration, 
unwillingness to change is something that is addressed by the sPACE+ 
program's TIM-based framework. By treating patients who are unwilling to 
change differently and allowing them to come to their own awareness of benefits, 
we give them the greatest chance to advance into contemplation and eventually 
adopt the health behavior change. 
sPACE+ Usability 
At the conclusion of this project's usability study, we will administer staff 
surveys to assess how well the sPACE+ protocol fit into their long-term care 
delivery system (Appendix 2). It is our hope that the sPACE+ system will have 
great perceived success by the clinic staff and minimal intrusion on their clinic 
workflow. 
It is expected that the greatest arnount of extra work will be done by the 
nursing staff, who are responsible for entering the greatest amount of information 
into the EMR. Physicians simply review the patient's sPACE+ survey responses 
in the EMR, and because they already spend a significant portion of the patient 
visit on the computer (Fiks et al., 2011), the burden of additional physician work 
should be minimal. 
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Adolescents participating in the original PACE+ program reported a mean 
counseling time of 8.6 minutes per visit, and providers recommended reducing 
the amount of time PACE+ took during the visit (Prochaska et al., 2000). 
Counseling time with our modified sPACE+ program should be shorter because it 
requires input of fewer questions (only those most relevant to the patient's health 
behavior change plan), makes the information more quickly and easily accessible 
by using the EMR, and automatically provides individualized counseling prompts 
for each patient that the provider can quickly read and use to address patient 
roadblocks. 
A primary care intervention by Polascek et al. (2009) to increase clinical 
staff support and counseling for physical activity and nutrition trained multiple 
clinic staff, provided clinicians with written support materia1s and trainings, and 
created a computer document for them to use to track patient outcomes. 
Although this project did not use the EMR, it provided resources and staff 
trainings similar to our work wjth sPACE+. Patient surveys showed a significant 
increase in provider attention to nutrition and physical activity behaviors. 
Successful provider participation in this intervention can be attributed to the ease 
with which it was incorporated into their clinical practice. 
Use of PACE+ and the Transtheoretical Model 
Strengths of our modified sPACE+ program include: (i) its use of PACE+, 
a validated evidence-based protocol supported by behavioral theory, (ii) 
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amendments with cultural tailoring, (iii) strong support and frequent input from 
clinicians, and (iv) resourceful use of the EMR. 
Theoretical frameworks can be a useful tool when designing health 
promotion programs. Ammerman et al. (2001) compared studies which sought to 
improve fruit and vegetable intake to reduce cancer risk, and found that 
interventions which employed a theoretical framework were more than twice as 
likely to report a significant effect. Even though Hawaii has a unique ethnic 
make-up, TIM constructs have been shown to be applicable in different ethnic 
groups (Paxton et al., 2008). 
An intervention which assesses and incorporates a patient's stage of 
change is likely to be more effective because it takes their specific issues and 
barriers at each level into account. The capacity for goal adjustment and the 
use of personal motivators have been shown to increase intervention 
effectiveness (Resnicow et al., 2008; Wrosch & Sabiston, 2012). In our modified 
PACE+ program, patients are engaged through the use of personal motivators, 
which are included in all of the protocols and reinforced by clinicians. 
A behavioral intervention by Hudson et al. (2002) on adolescent childhood 
cancer survivors in a long-term follow-up clinic had no effect on patients' health 
knowledge, perceptions, or behaviors. This particular intervention used the same 
approach and materials for each patient regardless of their health beliefs or goals 
at the start of the program. It is likely that an intervention using targeted 
intervention materials would have been more successful in creating change. 
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A study by Absolom, Eiser, Greco, and Davies (2004) used the TTM to 
stage follow-up patients in a pediatric cancer clinic, then gave them an 
information booklet which explained the risks of their cancer treatment and 
encouraged them to make healthy lifestyle changes. None of the patients 
surveyed improved their readiness to change score. The intervention may have 
been unsuccessful because although it determined patients' stage of change at 
baseline, it did not use differentiated intervention materials. 
A primary care intervention by Christian et al. (2011) used a computer 
program to help patients set weight loss, nutrition, and physical activity goals 
using TTM constructs. These goals were discussed with their physician at 
baseline and 6-month follow-up. After 12 months, patients in the intervention 
group were significantly more likely to have lost more than 5% of their body 
weight. This intervention is similar to sPACE+ in that it used TIM-based 
materials reinforced by physician counseling. However, it required the use of a 
separate computer program, which could be more difficult for other clinics to 
implement than a system like sPACE+ that is embedded within an EMR program 
that is commonly used by hospital systems across the country. 
Use of the Electronic Medical Record 
While the EMR has helped to improve the legibility and accessibility of 
patient records, it is still several years behind the latest technology available 
(Holroyd-Leduc, Lorenzetti, Straus, Sykes, & Quan, 2011 ). The widespread use 
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of computers and mobile devices should make it easier for clinicians to quickly 
and efficiently share information with patients and colleagues. However, our use 
of this technology has not significantly contributed to better physician 
documentation (Hahn et al., 2011), better health outcomes (Holroyd-Leduc et al., 
2011) or higher scores in most quality of care measures (Keyhani et al., 2008; 
Lau et al., 2012; Poon et al., 2010; Romano & Stafford, 2011; Walsh et al., 2010; 
Zhou et al. , 2009). 
While many EMR-based interventions may seek to improve care and 
patient outcomes, clinicians must use them effectively in order for improvements 
to occur. An intervention that creates a large number of extraneous alerts or 
provides unnecessary information may cause physicians to pay less attention to 
messages that are more critical (Murphy et al., 2012). Providers already spend a 
significant amount of time looking at EMR alerts (Murphy, Reis, Sittig, & Singh, 
2012). A study on the Child Health Improvement through Computer Automation 
system found that physicians responded to less than half of the alerts and 
reminders generated by the system (Downs, Anand, Dugan, & Carroll, 2010). 
The beauty of the sPACE+ system is that it makes it easier for physicians to help 
and counsel their patients and automatically generates reports for them, creating 
Jess work. The sPACE+ program is a tool that informs the provider of their 
patient's physical activity or nutrition status, tells them what to do and what to 
say, and provides them with written materials relevant to the patient's interests 
and willingness to change. 
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Because of the increasing rates of EMR use in hospitals, clinics, and 
private physician offices, this intervention can be shared with many facilities in 
multiple settings. Minimal training would be necessary for implementation 
because clinicians would already be familiar with the EMR - no new computer 
program would need to be installed or taught. To maximize the intervention's 
effectiveness in other settings, changes can be made to the printed materials, 
and physicians can use the patient's health status to tailor the counseling they 
provide during their visit. 
Translation and dissemination are often-overlooked components that allow 
behavioral research to improve clinical practice (Michener et al., 2012; Pollack, 
Hawkins, Peaker, Buchanan, & Risendal, 2011). The EMR is useful for sharing 
patient information, but it is not often used to spread the use of clinical tools. If 
EMR-based interventions like sPACE+ are found to be successful, the potential 
exists for them to be quickly and easily shared between users of the same 
system at different institutions. 
While the invention of the EMR has provided us with great capacity for 
quality of care improvement measures, there are many difficulties associated 
with programming within the EMR software. Because of the incredible 
complexity needed to facilitate a wide range of tasks by multiple users, the EMR 
currently lacks functional capabilities that have been available in conventional 
software programs for decades. Consequently, at the software consumer level, 
there is a limit to the improvements that can be made to enhance the EMR user 
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experience. Improvements to the software systems themselves are necessary in 
order for innovation in this field to continue. 
While working with the Epic programmers at Kapiolani Medical Center, we 
experienced many setbacks. The software was unable to support several of the 
features we planned to implement, and the programming itself was a very tedious 
and time-consuming process. It is likely that the difficulties associated with 
manipulation of the EMR are significant barriers to the creation of other EMR-
based programs. 
Limitations 
This project has several limitations. It is being piloted in a sm~ll follow-up 
clinic in Hawaii with a large minority population that is not representative of the 
rest of the United States. Additionally, Kapiolani Medical Center for Women & 
Children has been using an EMR system for nearly ten years. Success of the 
sPACE+ program in this clinic may not guarantee success in other settings 
where clinicians are not as facile with the EMR. 
Our sPACE+ program also Jacks the post-visit counseling component 
used in the original PACE+ program. However, a study by Patrick et al. (2001) 
found that PACE+ participants who received mail and telephone follow-up did not 
have better 4-month outcomes than those who only took the initial computer 
survey and had one counseling session with their provider. This indicates that 
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the regular phone and mail follow-up - a very involved and time-consuming part 
of the program - may be an unnecessary component. 
Future Directions 
If this sPACE+ usability study has positive results, the next step is a study 
of the program's efficacy by looking at patient data. Because of the limited 
number of follow-up patients this clinic sees, continued sPACE+ program trials 
should also be run at larger hospitals in other states with different patient 
populations. 
Future implementation of the sPACE+ program will involve patients 
entering their own data into tablet devices so that there is seamless electronic 
transmission of data from the patient to the EMR via a web-based patient portal 
recently deployed by Hawaii Pacific Health called "My Health Advantage". 
Nurses would no longer need to spend time inputting patient survey data into the 
sPACE+ flowsheet, and this same web-based patient portal would facilitate 
patient follow-up and rendering of positive reinforcement. Continuing to refine 
the delivery system of this intervention to make it easier for clinicians to 
implement will increase its utilization and heighten its impact on patient care. 
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APPENDIX 1 
PROGRAM 
Patient-centered Assessment and Counseling for &ercise and Nutrition 
Q.uestioMaire 1 
Participant name: 
1. Gender: 0 Male 0 Female 
2. Occupation: 
0 Oncologist 
0 Pediatric Nurse Practitioner 
0 Nurse 
0 Dietician 
0 Physical Therapist 
Date _____ _ 
3. Year ohraduatlon from: 
medical school 19_ 
other training 19_ 
(specify) ________ _ 
The next 3 questions ask about your r;jlte or ethniclty. please answer A!l3 gyest!on ; 
4. Are you Spanish, Hispanic, or llitino 0 Yes ONe 0 Do not want to answer 
5. Wh1t b your race? (Pie1se •ns-r all that tpp!v tp vou) 
0 Filipino 
0 Asian Indian 
0 Japanese 
OWhite 
OChinese 
0 Koreii!n 
0 Blaclt or African American 
0 American Indian and Alaska Native 
0 Vietnamese 
0 Native Hawauan 0 Guamanian/Chamorro 0 Samoan 
0 Other Pacific lslandt'r (Melanesian, Micronesian, etc.) 
0 Other: (please specify) _____________________ _ 
0 Do not want to answer 
6. If you checked more than one ethnicity/rue, whkh one do you Identify with the !!J2.Ul 
7. Approximately how many days a week do you see adolescent survivors in the PAU clinic? 
Number of days OR number of half days. ____ _ 
8. Which of the following statements best describes YOUR current level of physical activity? 
0 Not very active physically, other than my work 
0 Fairly active physically 
(play tennis, golf, or other sports, work around the house, but no regular aerobic activity program) 
0 Quite active physically 
(involved in aerobic type exercise; example-jog, swim, cycle, 2D-30 minutes three times per week) 
0 Extremely active physically 
(involved in aerobic exercise more than 30 minutes at lestthree times per week) 
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HEALTH PROMOTION ACTIVmES 
9. During PAU clinic follow up visits with adolescent survivors what percentage of the time do you gather 
information about their h sical activi ? circle one) 
Neyer Always 
N/A 0% 25% 50"..4 75% 100% 
10. During PAU clinic follow up visits with adolescent survivors what percenta~ of the time do you gather 
information about their nutrition? circle one 
Never Always 
N/A 25% SO"A. 75% 100% 
11. During follow up visits with adolescent survivors how .tta•ly are you to make recommendation in the 
following areas 1 
N&ver Som~mes Always 
1 2 3 4 5 
a. Physiall Activity-
Increasing activity up to 60 0 0 0 0 0 
minutes a day for 5 days a week 
b. Dietary changes 0 0 0 0 0 for weight management 
c. Dietary chances 
to increase fruit/vegetable 0 0 0 0 0 
intake 
d . Dietary changes 0 0 0 0 0 
to decrease fat intake 
N/A 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12. Health care providers have different ways of advising adolescent survivors about health risks and lifestyle 
issues. Which~ of the following ~describes your approach? 
0 I tell the patient my recommendations on what they should do. 
0 I make my reoommendations to the patient based on their willingness to change. 
0 I try to engage the patient in an active discussion about what they should do. 
0 I tell the parentis what the patient should do. 
0 I refer the patient to the dietician or physical therapist for advise on these topics. 
0 Other __________________________________________________ _ 
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13. How successful do you f~el you are in helping adolescent survivors achieve change in each of these areas? 
Very Somii!What Very 
Sucte55ful S1.cc;es5ful Unsutce55ful 
1 2 3 4 5 
a. Physical Activity-
Increasing activity up to 60 0 0 0 0 0 
minutes a day for 5 day~ a week 
b. Dietary chan.ces· 0 0 0 0 0 for weight management 
c. Dietary chances- 0 0 0 0 0 
to increise fruit/vegetable intake 
d. Dietary chances- 0 0 0 0 0 
to decrease fat intak~ 
14. The following questions are about how much time you have spent In the last month counseling patients about 
physical activity or nutrition. 
Please indic;•te how many minutes 0 1-2 3-5 6-10 11+ Don't 
spent counseling: minutes mlnutrs minutes minutrs minutrs Know 
Apparently healthy adolescent survivors 
a . About physical activity? 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b. About nutrition? 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Adoiesunt slii'VivoB with co-morbidities 
(ie., diabetes, hypertension, asthma, 
chronk: kidney disease) 
c. About physical activity? 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d. About nutrition? 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Adolescent SUrvivors wl1h known risk fat1Drs 
(ie., smoking. obesity, metabolic syndrome, 
ridiatlon and/or chemotherapy risk factors) 
e. About physical activity? 0 0 0 0 0 0 
f. About nutrition? 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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N/A 
0 
0 
0 
0 
N/A 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
15. How limiting are each of the following factors to YOU when counseling about health behaviors like physical activity or 
nutrition? 
Not ;at all Somewh;at Vl!rf 
umltlne Umltlnc Umitlnc N/A 
1 2 3 4 s 
•• Lack of time 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b. Lack of reimbursement 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. Lack of knowled&e about physical 0 0 0 0 0 0 
activity 
d. Lack of knowledse about nutrition 0 0 0 0 0 0 (le. sources of diet.ry fat) 
e. Lack ofsupport stillf 0 0 0 0 0 0 
f. Too frudratlng to do counseling 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I • Pen:eptlon that you are not an 0 0 0 0 0 0 
elfectiVe counselor 
h. Concerns about the potential risks of 0 0 0 0 0 0 physiQI activity 
L Patient's unwiiHnsness to chanp 0 0 0 0 0 0 
j. Pilrent's III'IWHiingness to help 0 0 0 0 0 0 patient chlnee 
k. Lack oftrainingln behavior 0 0 0 0 0 0 
counseling 
I. Other (5pec;lfy) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 
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Partldpant name: 
APPENDIX2 
PROGRAM 
Patient-centered Assessment and Counseling for Exercise and Nutrition 
Questionnaire 2 
Date. _____ _ 
1. Approximately how many days a week tlo you see adolescent survivors in the PAU dinic? 
Number Df half days OR number of days. ____ _ 
2. Which Df the following statements best describes YOUR current level of physical activity? 
0 Nat very active physically, other than my work 
0 Fairly active physically 
(play tennis, golf, or ather sports, work around the house, but no regular aerobic activity program) 
0 Quite active physically 
(involved in aerobic type exercise: example-jog, swim, cycle, 20-30 minutes three times per week) 
0 Extremely active physically 
(involved in aerobic exercise more than 30 minutes at lest three times per week) 
tiEAL Tii PROMOTION ACTIVITIES 
3. During PAU dinic follow up visits with adolescent survivors what percentage of the time do you gather information 
about their physical activity? (cirde one) 
Never 
N/A 0% 25% 50% 75% 
4. During PAU dinic follow up visits with adolescent survivors what percentage of the time do you gather information 
about their nutrition? circle one) 
Neyer Alwavs 
N/A 0% 25% SO% 75% 100% 
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5. During follow up visits with adolescent survivors how likely are you to make 
recommendations in the following areas? 
Rarely Sometimes 
1 2 3 
a. Ph-piul Al;tivity-
Increasing activity up to 60 0 0 0 
minutes~ day for 5 days a week 
b. Dletarv chances 0 0 0 for weight management 
c;, Dietary tbange5 0 0 0 
to increase fruit/vegetable intake 
d. Dietary changes 0 0 0 
to decr~se fat intake 
AIWilyS N/A 
4 5 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
6 . Health care providers have different ways of advising <Jdolescent survivors about health risks and lifestyle 
issues. Which 21Jt of itle following best describes your approach? 
0 I tell the patient my r~mmendations on what they should do. 
0 I make my recommendations to the patient based on their willins;ness to change. 
0 I try to engage the patient in an active discussion about what they should do. 
0 I tell the parentis what the patient should do. 
0 I refer the patient to the dietician or physical therapist for advise on these topics. 
0 Other ________________________________________________ ___ 
7. How successful do you feel you <~rein helping adolescent survivors achieve change in each of these areas? 
Very Somewhat Verv 
Suttessful Successful Unsuccessful N/A 
1 2 3 4 5 
a. Physical Activity-
Increasing activity up to 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 
minutes a d;~v for S davs a week 
b. Dietary changes- 0 0 0 0 0 0 for weight management 
c. Dietary changes- 0 0 0 0 0 0 to increase fruit/vegetable intake 
d. Dietary changes- 0 0 0 0 0 0 to decrease fat intake 
2 
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8. The following questions are about how much time you have spent in the last month couns,eling patients about physical 
activity or nutrition. 
Please indicate how many minutes 0 1·2 3-5 6-10 11+ Don't 
spent coun~eling; minutes minutes minutes minws minutes Know N/A 
Apparently healthy adolescent survivors 
a. About physical activity? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b. About nutrition? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Adolescent survivors with co-morbidities 
(ie., diabetes, hypertension, asthma, 
chronic kidney disease) 
c. About physical activity? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d. About nutrition? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Adolestent Survivors with known risk factors 
(ie., smoking, obesity, metabolic syndrome, 
radiation and/or chemotherapy risk factors) 
e. About physical activity? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
f. About nutrition? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9. How limiting are each of the following factors to YOU when counseling about health behaviors like physical activity or 
nutrition? 
Not at an Somewhat Very 
Limiting Limiting Limiting N/A 
1 2 3 4 5 
a. Uckoftime 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b. Lack of reimbursement 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d. Lack of knowledge about phy$ical 0 0 0 0 0 0 
activity 
e. Uck of knowledge about 0 0 0 0 0 0 
nutrition (ie.sources of ditrt.try fat) 
e. Lack of support staff 0 0 0 0 0 0 
f. Too frustrating to do counseling 0 0 0 0 0 0 
f. Perception tilat you are not an 0 0 0 0 0 0 
effective counselor 
8· Concerns about the potential risks 0 0 0 0 0 0 
of physlcilll activity 
i. Patient's unwlllingnes$ t10 (hange 0 0 0 0 0 0 
j. Parent's unwillingness to help 0 0 0 0 0 0 patient change 
I. Lack of training in behavior 0 0 0 0 0 0 coun:~eling 
m. Other (specify) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 
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Very Poor Fair 
1 2 3 4 
10. What is your overall impression 0 0 0 0 
of the PACE program? 
11. What do you think the c;llnlc; 
staff's overall impression of the 0 0 0 0 
PACE program is? 
NotataU Somewhat 
Benefklal Beneficial 
1 2 3 4 
12. What were your p:atient's 
overall impressions of the 0 0 0 0 
PACE proRram? 
Not at AU Somewhat 
1 2 3 4 
13. How useful was the training 
session for implementing the 0 0 0 0 
PACE program? (EPIC and Tip 
Sheets) 
14. How helpful was the PACE flow 
sheet to your clinica l management 0 0 0 0 
of adolescent survivors? 
15. How easy was it to use the 
PACE flow sheet to give stage 0 0 0 0 
appropriate advice on diet and 
exercise? 
16. Were the patients able to complete the two staging forms (lifestyle Survey and corresponding 
protocol) easily and accurarely without assistance? 
0 VES 0 NO 0 OON'T KNOW 
Comments: 
4 
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Very Good N/A 
5 
0 0 
0 0 
Very 
Benefklal N/A 
5 
0 0 
Very 
5 N/A 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
Not at All Somewhat 
1 Improved 2 3 4 
17. Did the PACE Program improve 
your ability to counsel patients 0 0 0 0 
regarding DhiiSicat actlvltv? 
18. Did the PACE Program improve 
your ability to counsel patients 0 0 0 0 
regarding lHlfr!tkm? 
19. What percentage of PACE patients did you (or your office staff) fullow-up on subsequent 
visits by asking about physicql actiyjty? 
I 0 N/A 00 - 25% 0 26 - 50% 0 51-75% 
20. What percentage of PACE patients did you (or your office staff) follow-up on subsequent 
visits by asking about l!Sl!!itJRil? 
0 N/A 0 0 - 25% 0 26-50% 0 51 - 75% 
21. During follow-up visits how Not At All Somewhat Often 
often do you; 1 2 3 4 
a. Use the PACE Program? 0 0 0 0 
b. Give additional recommendations? 0 0 0 0 
c. Ask if patients are complying with previous 0 
recommendations? 0 0 0 
d. Do something else? 0 0 0 0 
22. What suggestions do you have for improving follow-up? 
.s 
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Very Much 
Improved N/A 
5 
0 0 
0 0 
0 76-100'.4 
0 76 - 100",(, 
Very 
Often N/A 
5 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
23. How much did each of the following Did Not Limit somewhat Very 
limit your use of the PACE Program? At All limiting limiting N/A 
1 2 3 4 5 
a. Remembering to do it 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b. Not enough time 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c . Patients did not complete PACE lifestyle 0 0 0 0 0 0 Survi!Y 
d. Protocols are not clear enough 
(ie. Nat Ready for Change, Ready 0 0 0 0 0 0 
for Chanae. Meetina Guidelines) 
e. Flow sheets too complex to follow 0 0 0 0 0 0 
f. Had difficulty utilizing Smart Phrases 0 0 0 0 0 0 
g. Patients ask too many questions or 0 0 0 0 0 0 difficult ones 
What questions did they ask? 
1 2 3 4 5 0 
h . Staff does not know what to do 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i. Data entry into EPIC is too time consuming 0 0 0 0 0 0 
j . Had problems accessing PACE forms 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24. What other problems did you have with the PACE Program? 
25. What dtanges would you make in the counseling program? 
6 
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Please indicate how strongly you agree or Strongly Neutral Strongly 
disacree with the following statements Disagree Agree N/A 
1 2 3 4 5 
26. I estimate that many of my PAU 
patients have increased their level of 0 0 0 0 0 0 
physical activity 
27. I estimate that many of my PAU 
patients have improved their diets 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28. Using the PACE Program has 
Increased my own level of physical 0 0 0 0 0 0 
activity 
29. I would recommend the PACE 0 0 0 0 0 0 program to my colleagues 
30. The PACE counseling protocols 
were easy to use in a short period 0 0 0 0 0 0 
of time 
31. The office staff adopted the PACE 
Program Into thelrroutine with a 0 0 0 0 0 0 
minimum of hassle 
32. Following the PACE counseling 0 0 0 0 0 0 Protocols with patients was easy 
33. How would you improve the PACE flow sheet? 
34. How would you improve the PACE Program for those adolescents .!l9! ready to change (stage ltl)? 
35. How would you improve the PACE Program fur those adolescents who 1m ready to change (stage #2)? 
36. How would you improve the PACE Program for those adolescents who are meeting guide!jnes (stage lt3)? 
7 
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APPENDIX3 
Fruit and Vegetable Protocol AssellSIIlentScore•1 
Your PACE Lifestyle Survey indicates you could benefit from improving your eatmg habits. This form will help you start 
thinking about making healthful changes. On your Lifestyle Survey, you said that you are not ready to start making 
consistent changes in your food choices now. That is fine, because everyone makes changes at his or tler own speed. 
However, PACE and your health care provider want to make sure you know about the many important benef1ts of healttly 
eating. Then you can make informed choices. 
Benefits of EatinJJMore Fruits and Vegetables 
Short-Tenn Benefits Long-Term Benefits 
Helps you look better 
Helps you feel be ter 
G1ves you more energy 
You get to eat heal hy foods that tas e grea 
You feel better about your eat1ng hab1ts 
Friis you up w1thout a 'ot of calones 
Helps you 1nd foods tha t are easy to prepare (most frwts and 
vegetables need nothmg more than wash1ng and peeling ard 
they are ready to eat) 
Helps you find foods that are rnexpensive (frozen canned or 
dned frurts and vegetables count too) 
Adds vanety to your dret (frurts and vegetables add a lot of color 
and texture o your meals makrng them more fun and 1nteresttng) 
Keeps your d1ges 111e ra e work1ng well 
Makes 11 ea 1er to control your 
werght 
Helps protect you aga1nst cancer 
Helps lower your blood cholesterol 
(WhiCh decreases nsk o' heart 
d1sea e) 
Hel s you ma1nta1n a healthy 
1mmune system 
Helps protect you aga1nst heart 
d1sease. strokes obes1 y and 
d1abetes 
Prov1des you w1 h essent1al v'tam1ns 
and mrnerals such as v1 amrns A and 
C that can help cu your nsk of orne 
future d seases 
Think about the benefits of healthful eating. List up to six benefits you could get by eating more fruits and vegetables. 
You can look at the above list for addit ional benefrts. Place a ,. next to he three benefits that are the most important to 
you . 
wro would be pleased if you improved your eating habits? Think about all the people you could make happier by 
changing your eating habits and improving your health. Think about family, friends, acquaintances, and co-workers. 
What is their relation to you and how would your changes make them happy? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Who? How would you make them happy? 
CONTINUED ON BACK 
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Did you know that when it comes to eating better, even small changes can be a big help? You do not have to radically 
change all of your eating habits. or give up foods that you love_ Little changes like switching to non-fat salad dressings at 
some meals, or snacking on a piece of fruit instead of chips, can make a difference over time_ Look at the suggest ion list 
below for ideas on hOVt you can start making small changes 
Sugge$tlons for Eating More Fruit$ and Vegetable$ 
Keep frutts and vegetables 1n the house lr they are not around you won't be able to eat theml 
Keep the fruits and vegetables in a place where you can see hem For example keep fru1t 1n a bowl on the 
k1lchen table or counter-top 
Keep vegetables at eye level m the fndge so l~1ey are the f1rst h1ng you see when you open the door for a snack 
Buy a good vanety of frutts and vegetables so you don get bored w1th your selechon Buy them 1n small 
amounts so they don 't go bad_ 
Once you bnng frUits and vegetables 11110 your house wash and cut them up nght away so that they are ready to 
eat as soon as you get ungry 
Tell fnends and fam11y members about your plans for eat1ng healthy so they can help you by stocking your house 
w1th fruns and vegetables or offenng you fru1ts and vegetables for snackS/meals 
• Bnng your lunch to school and be sure to pack fru1ts and cut-up vegetables for snacks 
Eat more vegetables by adchng them to your sand\v1ches (like putting lettuce lama o, and cucumbers on your 
turkey sandwich) 
Leave a p1ece of frutt m your school backpack for a qutck and easy snack between classes or afterschool 
Start at least one meal a day w 1th a fresh salad. For convemence buy pre-cut. packaged salad ingred1ents that 
can be put loge her qu1ckly 
Your health care provider strongly encourages you to: 
• Think about the benefits you can get from changing some of your eating habits. 
• Think about making changes to your eating habits. 
• Discuss dietary changes at your next visit 
Remember. You don't have to r<~dically ch<~nge everything you eat. The first step to " healthy diet is to start with small 
changes_ 
PROVIDER'S USE ONLY 
() Based on your health status, these are the most important benefits you could expect l:1y improving your eating 
habits. 
Befom you make changes In your eating patterns, you need to see a dietician for nutrition counseling. Our 
office can give you a referral. 
Provider's Signature Date 
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APPENDIX4 
Fruit and Vegetable Protocol 
On your Lifestyle Survey, you said that you were ready to make some changes in your food choices, or that you have 
already started making changes. Greatl You are taking a big step toward improving your health. This form guides you in 
making a real istic plan for changing. 
CHOOSE YOUR BENEFITS What are the two main benefits you hope to get from eating more fruits and vegetables? 
Write tnem clown here and think of them often as you make changes in your diet. 
1. 
2 
LET'S GET STARTED 
Look at the suggestions below for ways to eat more fruits and vegetables. 
Suggestions for Eating More Fruits and Vegetables 
Keep fru1ts and vegetables 1n the house If they are not around you wont be able to eat heml 
Keep the frUits and vegetables 1n a place where you can see them like on the kitchen table or counter-top 
Keep vegetab'es at eye 1eve11n the fndge so they are the f-rst thing you see when you open the door for a snack 
Buy a vanety of fru1ts and vegetables so you don t get boreo w1th your selection Buy hem m small amounts so 
they don't go bad. 
Wash and cut your ru1ts and vegetables nght away so that they are ready to eat as soon as you get hungry 
Tell fnends and fam1ly members about your plans for eatu19 healthy so they can help you by stockmg your house 
w•th fru1ts and vegetables or offenng you fru1 s and vegetables or snacks/meals 
Bmg your lunch to school and be sure to pack ruts and cu -up vegetables for snacks 
Add vege:tables to your sandwiches (try putt1ng lettuce. tomato and cucumbers on your turkey sandv11ch) 
Leave a p1ece of fru1t m your school backpack for a qu1ck and easy snack between clas-ses or at erschool 
Start at least one meal a day w1th a fresh salad For conven ence b.Jy pre-cut packaged salad 1ngred1ents that 
can be put ogether qu1ckly 
Choose 1 or 2 suggestions that you think are realistic for you to start working on first. Write them down here. 
2. 
How many days a week will you do at least one change suggestion from the at:ove list? 
___ days a week 
MOVING ON Once you have mastered one dietary change, move on to another, so you continue to improve your dietary 
habits. Select more changes from the above suggestion list 
GET HELP! Who can support or help you with these new behaviors? It is ideal for someone to work along with you to 
try to change the foods you buy, cook, or eat. You may want to ask someone to help you make these changes, like your 
parent or a friend. 
Who Will help you, and 110.11? 
1 
2. 
CONTINUED 01\1 BACK 
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ROADBLOCKS Many things can make It harder to Change eating habits. Here are some reasons people give that may 
make it hard to modify the foods they eat. Check the ones that apply most to you. Later, you can refer to tne suggestions 
in your Teen Guide for help getting around your roadblocks. 
-0 My favorite fresh fruits and vegetables are difficult to 
get year-round. 
0 It Is difficult to find fruit and vegetable fOOd options 
in fast fOOd restaurants. 
O Fresh fruits and vegetables are e~n~ 0 It is difficult to find frUit and vegetable food options 
at school. 0 Vegetables taste bland and dull. 
0 Fruits and vegetables take too tong to prepare. 
0 Fresh fruits and vegetables spoil fast 
0 I do not have fresh fruits and vegetables at home for 
snacks or meals. 
0 I don·t like frUits and vegetables. 
0 It's easier to grab a donut. 
o .:u!'k food tastes better. 
--0 Fruits and vegetables don't fill me up. 
- ----0 It is too much effort to keep track of the number of 
servings of fruits and vegetables that I eat each day. 
O There are not any fruits or vegetables in my house. 
lf;ow confident are you that you can follow your plan to make healthful fOOd choices for the next three months? 
0 Not at all confi<lent 0 Somewhat corlident C Very confident 
PROVIDER'S USE ONLY 
Pra~ider recommendations: 
Patient's Signature Provider's Signature Date 
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APPENDIXS 
Fruit and Vegetable Protocol 
Congratulations! You are already making healthy food choices. 
something very positive for yourself. 
You have the right to feel proud that you are doing 
What motivates you to stick with your healthy eating habits? Keep these benefits in mind. 
1. 
2 
REVIEW YOUR CURRENT FOOD CHOICES Think about what you are eating now, and see if any changes need to be 
made in your plan. The goal is to improve your chances of continuing your present healthy eating patterns. 
Suggestions for Et~tlng More Fruits and Veget:Jbles 
Keep fru Is and vegelables 1n the house If they are not around you won t be abe to eat theml 
Keep the fruits and vegetables 1n a place where you can see them like on the k•tchen table or counter-top 
Keep vegetables at eye level 1n he fndge so tney are the first thmg you see when you open the door for a snack 
Buy a vanery of fru1ts and vegetables so you don t get bored l'llth your selectiOn Buy them 1n small amounts so 
they don t go bad 
Wash and cut your nu1ts and vegetab·es ngh away so tha trey are ready to eat as soon as you get ht..ngry 
Tell nends and fam11y members about your plans for eating healthy so they can help you by stockmg your house 
w•th fru1ts and vege abies or of enng you fruits and vegetables for snacksfmeals 
Brrng your lunch to school and be sure to pack fru ts and cut- p vegetab.es for snacks. 
Add vegetab'es to your sandwiches (try putt1ng lettuce, omalo and cucumbers on your turkey sandwich) 
Leave a p ece of fru1t 1n your school backpack for a qu•ck and easy snack between classes or af erschool. 
S art at least one meal a day w1th a fresh salad For conven1ence. b.Jy pre-cut, packaged salad 1ngred1ents that 
can be put together qu1ckly 
Which parts of your diet are you most satisfied with? 
What parts of your diet would you like to change next? Check the above suggestion list for ideas. 
PREPARING FOR ROADBLOCKS It is helpful to be prepared for situations that make it difficult to eat fruits and 
vegetables. Take a moment to plan ahead for road blocks. 
What situation is most likely to make it difficult for you to continue to eat frurts and vegetables? 
What can you do ebout this roadblock to prevent it or to prepare for it? 
CONTINUED ON BACK 
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GETTING BACK ON TRACK Most people who have healthy diets find there are times when they slip back Into old 
habits. Sometimes they stop for a few weeks or months. Planning ahead by answering these questions can help you get 
past roadblocks later. 
If you have made less healthy food choices in the past, what caused you to slip? 
What could you have done differently that would have helped you keep making wise food choices? What helped you get 
back on track quickly? 
What is the best way for you to get back on track if you slip into unhealthy eating practices? 
HOW TO GET BACK ON TRACK 
• Remind yourself that it is okay to eat all foods in moderat1on. There are no completely "good' or "bad ' foods. 
Remember that it 's not what you do 20% of the time that counts, but what you do 80% of the time. It's okay to 
splurge once in awhile- just be sure it's not the majority of the time. 
You may need some extra help to get going again. Ask family and friends to help and encourage you. For 
example, ask someone to help you by buying or preparing fruits and vegetables for or with you Ask them to go 
wrth you to restaurants that offer healthy menu items. 
It may be helpful to tell everyone you know what kmds of changes you are mak1ng in your food cho1ces. 
G ive yourself small rewards each time you reach your fruit and vegetable goal . See a movie, buy a new outfit, 
call a friend, or praise yourself ('"I did it and I'm proud of myself') . 
TIPS FOR KEEPING ON TRACK 
Review your Teen Guide for ideas for adding variety to your eating plan. 
Learn new ways to prepare old dishes or discover some new recipes to try. 
• Read labels and try a brand new food. 
Write down everything you eat and drink for a day. Keeping a record can make you more aware of what you are 
doing well, and where you can improve. There are times when you may not be able to make healthful food 
choices due to more demands on your tlme at home or school, holidays, or Illness. Interruptions are normal and 
expected. The key Is to restart making healthy food choices again as soon as possible. 
How confident are you that you can follow your plan to make healthy food choices for the next three months? 
0 Not at all confident 0 Somewhat confident (~• Very confident 
PROVIDER'S USE ONLY 
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APPENDIX 6 
Dietary Fat Protocol as ... smellt Score • 1 
Your PACE Ufestyle Survey indicates you could benefit from improving your eating habits. This form will help you start 
thinking about making heatthful changes. On your Lifestyle Survey, you said that you are not ready to start making 
consistent changes in your food choices now. That is fine, because everyone makes changes at his or her own speed. 
However, PACE and your health care provider Wi:lnt to make sure you know i:ibout the many important benefits of healthy 
e<&ting. Then you can make informed choices. 
Benefits of Eatlna Less Dietarv Fat 
Short-Term Benefits Long-Term Benefits 
Helps you took better 
Helps you feel better 
Helps you eel better abo your body (1mproves body 
1mage) 
Encourages you to 1nd new good-tast1 ng healthy foods 
Helps you f1nd foods that f1ll you up better 
Helps you fee l less slugg sh 
Lets you eat a larger quant1ty of food s1nce tow-fat 
cho1ces have less calones 
Keeps your pa rents from nagg ng you 
1\!al<es 1t eas.er to lose or control your we1ght 
Reduces your body fat 
can help keep you motivated to make other 
c nges 1n your lifestyle 
C s your chances of gett1ng many diseases later 
1n hfe such as heart d1sease h1gh blood 
pres ure diabetes strokes. and cancers 
Helps you be a good role model 
Helps you set up healthy 01etary hab1ts for the 
long-term 
Think about the benefits of healthful eating. List up to six benefits you could gel by reducing your dietary fat intake. You 
can took at the above list for additional benefits. Place a -" next to the three benef1ts that are the most important to you 
Who would be pleased if you improved your eating habits? Think about all the people you could make happier by 
changing your eating habits and improving your health. Think about family, friends, acquaintances, and co-workers. 
What is the ir relation to you and how would your changes make them happy? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 
How would you make them happy? 
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CONTINUED ON BACK 
01d you know that when it comes to eating better, even small changes can be a big help? You do not have to radically 
change all of your eating habits, or give up foods that you love. Little changes like switching to non-fat salad dressings at 
some meals, or snacking on a piece of fruit instead of chips, can make a difference over time. Look at the suggestion list 
below for ideas on how you can start making small changes. 
Suggestions for Eating Less 0/etary Fat 
Choos1ng foods to buy 
In the meat department choose lean tnmmed cuts of meat lean or extra lean ground meat and lunch 
meats hat are at least 95% tat free 
In the da1ry sect1on choose 1% or nonfat mlk low-fat or nonfat cheese, low-fat frozen yogurt pops1cles 
sherbet fat-free sour cream and low-fat or nonfat yogurt 
When looking for sweets and snacks try fru1t bars an1mal crackers vamlla wafers, angel food cake nee 
cakes pretzels, popcorn and baked ch1ps 
Cook1ng w1th less tat 
Eat foods that have been cooked 1n the m1crowave steamed bro1led. s 1r lned barbequed. stewed, 
baked roasted bo1led or poached 
To cut down on fat 1n meats tnm he tat I rom the edges of meat take the sk1n off chicken and turkey, and 
skun the fat I rom soups and stews 
Add flavor to food 1111th herbs spices flavored v1negars tomato JUICe lemon JUICe tru1t Ju.ce broth w1ne 
and small amounts of grated cheese 
Eating meats w1th less fat 
For breakfas try whole gra1n cereal with 1% or nonfat m1lk an English muff1n, or a bagel wth Jam cr 
nonfat cream cheese 
For lunch try gr~lled ch1c~en or turkey sandwiches W>th lettuce and tomato (and without mayonnaise) or 
chicken Without breading or s 1n 
With s1des try ordenng a baked pota o (with a small amount o sour cream) Instead of fnes ordenng a 
low-tat or fat-free salad dress1ng on the Side top salads With only a mall amount of cheese and croutons 
and ask tor ba1beque sauce mustard or ketchup 1nstead of mayonna e or other sauces 
Put rellllnders of your PACE+ goals where you can see them (like on your bathroom m1rror or on the retngerator) 
Tell fnends or family members about your plans lor eat1ng less tat so they can help you by s ockmg your house 
w1th low-tat foods or not oflenng you h1gh-lat snac s/meals 
Don t bring high-tat foods to school Instead pack your tunc w1th healthy low-fat foods 
Don't bnng extra money to school so you wont be tempted to buy h1 h-I at unhealthy snacks from the vending 
mach1ne or the school cafetena 
Your health care provider strongly encourages you to: 
• Think about the benefits you can get from changing some of your eating habits 
• Think about making changes to your eating habits. 
Discuss dietary changes at your next visit. 
Remember: You don't have to radically change everything you eat. The first step to a healthy diet is to start with small 
changes. 
PROVIDER'S USE ONLY 
•:) Based on your health status, these are the most important benefits you could expect by improving your eating 
habits. 
Before you make changes in your eating patterns, you need to see a dietician for nutrition counseling. Our 
office can give you a referral. 
Provider's Signature Date 
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APPENDIX7 
Dietary Fat Protocol 1 .... .....-t SooN= 2 
On your Lifestyle Survey, you said that you were ready to make some chai1QeS in your food choices, or that you have 
already started making changes. Greatl You are taking a big step toward improving your health. This form guides you in 
making a realistic plan for changing 
CHOOSEYOURBENEFrrS 
What are the two main benefits you hope to get from decreasing your dietary fat Intake? Write them down here and think 
of them often as you make changes In your diet. 
1. 
2. 
LET'S OET STARTED 
Look at the suggestions below for ways to reduce your dietary fat intake. 
Suggestions for Eating Less Dlet:~ry F:~t 
Ch0os1ng food to buy 
In the meat department choose lean tnmmed cuts o f meat lean or extra lean ground meat and lunch 
mea s hat are at least 95% fat free. 
In the dairy sec 10n choose % or nonfat m 1lk low-fat or nonfat cheese, low-fa frozen yogurt pops1cles 
sherbet fat-free sour cream and low-fat or nonfat yogurt 
When look1ng for sweets and snacks try frUit bars an1mal crackers van1lla wafers angel food cake nee 
cakes pretzel popcorn and baked ch1ps 
Cook1ng w1th less fat 
Ea t foods that have been cooked 1n he microwave s earned broiled st ir fried barbequed stewed 
baked roasted boiled or poached 
-a cut down on fa t 1n meats tnm he fat from the edges of meat take the skin off c 1cken and turkey and 
sk1m the fat from soups and stews 
Add flavor to food with herbs Spices flavored VInegars tomato JUICe lemon JUice frUit JU ce bra w1ne 
and small amounts o grated cheese 
Eat1ng meals W1l h less fat 
For breakfast try whole gra1n cereal w 1th 1% or nonfat m1lk an English mullin or a bage l w1th Jam or 
nonfa cream chee e 
For lunch try gnlled chicken or turkey sandwiches W1th lettuce and tomato (and without mayonnaise) or 
ch1cken v11thout bread1ng or s1<1n 
W 1th s1des try ordenng a baked potato (v11th a small amount of sour cream) mstead of fries ordenng a 
low-fat or at-free salad dress1ng on he s1de top salads v11th only a small amount of cheese and croutons 
and ask for barbeque sauce mustard or ketchup 1nstead of mayonna1se or other sauces 
Put rem1nders of your PACE goals where you can see them (like on your bathroom m~rror or on the efngerator) 
Tell friends or fa m1ly members about your plans for eat1ng less fat so they can help you by s ock1ng your house 
w1th low-fat foods or not offenng you high-fat snacks/meals 
Don t bring h1gh-fat foods ro school Instead pack your lunch w1th heanhy low-fat foods. 
Don t br1ng extra money to school so you won t be tempted to buy h1gh-fat unheanhy snacks from the venchng 
machine or the school cafetena 
Choose 1 or 2 suggestions that you think are reali&tic for you to start working on first. Write them down here. 
1. 
2. 
How many days a week will you do at least one change suggestion from the above list? 
_days a week 
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CONTINUED ON BACK 
MOVING ON Once you have mastered one dietary change, move on to another, so you continue to improve your dietary 
habits. Select more changes from the above suggestion list. 
GET HELP! Who can support or help you with these new behaviors? It is ideal for someone to work along with you to try 
to change the foods you buy, cook, or eat. You may want to ask someone to help you make these changes, like your 
parent or a friend. 
Who wlfi help you and IJow? 
1. 
2. 
ROADBLOCKS Many things can make it harder to change eating habits. Here are some reasons people give that may 
make it hard to modify the foods they eat. Check the ones that apply most to you. Later, you can refer to the suggestions 
in your Teen Guide for help gettir.g around your roadblocks. 
0 I do not have enough time to make low-fat foods. 0 High-fat ~oods are a traditional pa~ of my cu~e. 
-O I do not have enough time to worry about how much 
fat is in food. 
0 No one else eats low-fat foods, so why should I? 
0 Low-fat foods are too expensive. 
0 My sister/brother will not want to eat low-fat foods. 
D It's easier to grab a burger. 
O The vending machine only has candy, soda, and 
chips. 
I 0 I like the taste of high-fat foods. 
-- - --· --- ---0 I do not like the taste of low-fat foods. 
D Low-fat food' is tasteless or tastes bad 
- --
:~ -0 Low-fat foods don't fill me up. 
D I am not sur: w~e to find low-fat foo~ 
-
0 I do not have low-fat foods around for meals and 
snacks. D I want to eat whatever I want. 
0 I do not want to worry about what 1 eat O It is too hard to find low-fat foods in fast food restaurants. 
-- -- -O I can eat whatever I want because I am more active. O It Is too hard to find low-fat foodS in the schOol 
cafeteria. 
How confident are you that you can fol low your plan to make healthful food choices for the next three months? 
() Not at all confident () SOmewhat confident () Very confident 
PROVIDER'S USE ONLY 
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APPENDIX8 
Dietary Fat Protocol Assessment kore = 3 
Congratulations! You are already making healthy food choices. You have the right to feel proud that you are doing 
something very positive for yourself. 
What motivates you to stick with your healthy eating habits? Keep these benefits in mind. 
1. 
2. 
REVIEW YOUR CURRENT FOOD CHOICES Think about what you are eating now, and see if any changes need to be 
made in your plan. The goal is to improve your chances of continuing your present healthy diet. 
With what parts of your diet are you most satisfied? 
Suggestions for Eating Less Dietary Fat 
Choo tng low-fat food to buy 
eats lean cuts of meat lean or extra lean ground meat and lunch meats that are at least 95% fat free 
Datry %or nonfat mtlk ow-fat or nonfa t cheese low-fa t frozen yogurt pops tcles sherbet fat-free sour 
cream and low-fat or nonfat yogurt 
Snacks ru I bars antma l crackers wafers soonge cake nee cakes pretzels popcorn and baked ch•ps 
Cook•ng w1th tess at 
Eat foods tha have been m1crowaved steamed ba rbequed stewed caked roasted boiled or poached 
o cut down on fat 111 meats tnm he fat from I he edges of meat take the Sktn off chtcken and turkey and 
sktm the fat from soups and stews 
Add flavor to food wtth herbs SJ)1ceS favored vtnegars tomato JUtce lemon JUICE' f u1t JU ce broth wme 
and small amounts of grated cheese 
Eating meals w1th less fat 
For breakfas try whole gra1n cereal w1th 1% or nonfat m1lk an English m f1n or a bagel w' th 1am or 
nonfa cream chee e 
For lunch try gnlled c 1cken or turkey sandwiches w.th lettuce and tomato (and Without mayonnaise} or 
chicken Without bread1ng or skin 
W1 h s1des try a baked potato (with a small amoun of our cream) 1nstead of fnes a sa lad w1th low-fat or 
fat-free dress1ng on the Side and only a small amount of cheese and croutons 
Use barbeque sauce mustard or Ketc up 1nstead of mayonnaise o r other sauces 
Pu: rem1nders of your PACE+ goals where you can see them (ltke on your ba hroom m1rror or on the refngerator) 
Tell rends or family members abou your plans for eat1ng less fat so they can help o bf s ock•ng your house 
With low-fat foods and not offenng you h1gh-fat snacks/meals 
Don t br1ng h1gh-fat foods to school Instead pack your lunch v11th healthy low-fat foods 
Don t br•ng ex ra money to school so you won t be tempted o buy h1gh-fa unhealthy snacks from the vend1ng 
machtne or tne school cafetena 
What parts of your diet would you like to change further? Check the above suggestion list for ideas. 
PREPARING FOR ROADBLOCKS It is helpful to be prepared for situations that make it difficult to eat a low fat diet. 
Take a moment to plan ahead for road blocks. 
What situatlon IS most likely to make •t difficult tor you to contmue to make healthy food choices? 
What can you do about this roadblock to prevent it or to prepare lor it? 
CONTINUED ON BACK 
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GETTING BACK ON TRACK Most people who have healthy diets find there are times when they slip back into old 
habits Sometimes they stop for a fe-.11 weeks or months. Planning ahead by answering these questions can help you get 
past roadblocks later. 
If you have made less healthy food choices in the past, what caused you to slip? 
What could you have done differently that would have helped you keep making wise food choices? What helped you get 
back on track quickly? 
What IS the best way for you to get back on track if you slip into unhealthy eating practices? 
HOW TO GET BACK ON TRACK 
• Remind yoU!Self that it is okay to eat all foods in moderation. There are no completely "good" or "bac.f fOods. 
• Remember that it's not what you do 20% of the time that counts, but what you do 80% of the time. It's okay to 
splurge once in awhile. Just be sure it's not the majority of the time. 
• You may need some extra help to get going again. Ask family and friends to help and encourage you. For 
exemple, ask someone to help you by buying or preparing healthful foods for or with you. Ask them to go with 
you to restaurants that offer healthful menu items. 
It may be helpful to tell everyone you know what kinds of changes you are making in your food choices. 
• Give yourself small rewards each time you reech your dietery fat goal. See a m011ie, buy a new outfit, call a 
friend, or praise yourself ("I did it and I'm proud of myself). 
TIPS FOR KEEPING ON TRACK 
• Re~~iew your Teen Guide for ideas for adding variety to your eating plan. 
Learn new ways to prepare old dishes or disc011er some new recipes to try. 
Read labels and try a brand new food. 
Write down everything you eat and drink tor a day. Keeping a record can make you more aware of what you are 
doing well, and where you can improve. There are times when you may not be able to make healthful food 
choices. This may be due to more demands on your time at home or school, holidays, or illness. Interruptions 
are normal and expected. The key is to restart making healthful food choices again as soon as possible. 
How confident are you that you can follow your plan to make healthy food choices for the next three months? 
0 Not at all conrident 0 Somewhat confident 0 Very confident 
PROVIDER'S USE ONLY 
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APPENDIX9 
Physical Activity Protocol As.....-.nt 8core = 1 
On your PACE Lifestyle Survey, you said you do not intend to start regular physical activity in the next six months. That is 
fine, because everyone makes changes at his or her own speed. However, PACE and your heatth care provider want to 
make sure that you know about the many important benefits of physical activity. 
Hundreds of research studies show that physical activity has dozens of health benefits. It improves many systems of the 
body and reduces risks for important mental and phySical illnesses. Here are some of the benefits of being physically 
active. 
Short-Term Benefits 
Burns calones 
Helps to control your appe 1te 
Benefits of Phvs/cal Activitv 
Helps you make fnends through JOining a sports earn or group act1v•ty 
Helps you think clearer 
Gives you more energy 
He'ps you sleep better 
Helps you manage stress 
akes you feel like you d1d someth1ng 
Lets you have fun w1th your fnends 
Helps you relax 
Helps you study 
Helps you control your we1gh 
Keeps you busy 
Makes you feel bette abou yourself 
Long-Term Benefits 
Improves your self-esteem. 
body-1mage, and other 
important psychological factors 
Improves your mood 
Makes you feel better 
Makes you stronger 
Makes you feel less sad 
lrcreases your metabolism 
Helps you feel more ac 1ve 
Helps you lone your nuscles 
Keeps you from get 1ng s1ck 
Helps you be a good role model 
THINK ABOUT THE BENEFITS OF PHYSICAl ACTIVITY List up to six benefits of physical activity. You may have 
heard these on the news, read about them, or heard about them from friends. Think about benef1ts you get right away 
and in the future. Read the above list for additional benefits. Place a , next to the benefit that is tne most imoortant to 
you. 
Because of all these benefits, doctors nO".v realize that being physically active is one of the most important things you can 
do for your health. We understand that you are not ready to increase your physical activity now, but please think about 
how these benefits could help you 
GOOD NEWS ABOUT MODERATE PHYSICAl ACTIVITY Did you know that you can enjoy many of these benefits 
without working up a heavy sweat? The recommendations for physical activity can be done by everybody because they 
emphasize moderate amounts of physical activity on a daily basis. Brisk walking, bicycling, swimming, surfing, 
bodyboarding, sports, and active video games are all moderate or vigorous activities Being active can be an enjoyable 
part of your day, instead of a chore. 
Here is the current physical activity recommendation: 
Every teen should accumulate 60 minutes or more of moderate or vigorous physical activity 5 or more days a week. 
Th1s means that you don't even have to do all 60 I'Tllnutes at once. You can break the 60 minutes up into sessions as 
short as 1 0-15 minutes. You do not have to wear special clothes, use special equipment. or spend a lot of money to get 
the benefits of physical activity. 
CONTINUED ON BACK 
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Did you know that when it comes to phy$ical activity, even small changes can be a big help? You do not have to radically 
change your lifestyle or give up other activities that you love. Little changes like walking to and from school or spending 
more time playing outside can make a difference over time. Look at the suggestion list below for ideas on how you can 
start making small changes. 
Suggestions for Oolng More Physical Activity 
Keep exerc1se shoes clo hes and equ1pment where you see tnem allen (like 1n front of the TV) 
Schedule phys1cal act1v1ty t1mes on your calendar l1ke an appo1ntr1ent 
Put remnders to be act1ve where you can see them (l1ke on your bathroom m1rror or on the refngerator) 
Tell fnends and fam11y members about your act1v1ty plans 
F1nd good exerc1se routes that are close to home and VISit ne1ghborhood parks and recreallon centers 
Jo1n a sport team dance class or mart1al ar s class or aflerschOol sports program 
Walk or nde your b1 e to school or have your mom or dad dnve you partway there and walk to rest of the way 
When walk1ng to a net from class take the long route o add a few mlllutes of bnsk walking to your dayl 
At schOol walk or play sports dunng breaks or recess and take PE class' 
Your physician strongly encourages you to think about the benefits you could get from phySJcal activity. If you want 
information on hew to start doing more physical activ11y, ask your doctor. 
PROVIDER'S USE ONLY 
As your health care provider, 1 strongly encourage you to plan to be more physiCally active. 1 may ask you at 
your next visit if you are ready to begin. 
Based on your medical status and health history, the most important benefits or phySical activity ior you are: 
Provider's Signature Date 
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APPENDIX 10 
Physical Activity Protocol a ........ entacont•2 
Congratulations! On your PACE Lifestyle Survey, you said that you are ready to increase your physical activity . You are 
tak1ng a big step toward improving your physical and mental health This form can help you start an activity program you 
can stick with. 
What are the two main benefit$ you hope to get from being active? Writing them down here will help you keep them In 
mind. 
1. 
Work up to these physiesl sctfVIty guidelines: 
Do moderate or vigorous physical activ1ty 
for 60 minutes 5 or more days a week. 
You don't have to do all 60 minutes at once. 
You can break the 60 minutes up onto sessions 
as short as 10-15 minutes. 
Most inactive people should start with 
moderate activities. 
MAKE A PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PLAN 
Examples of ActiVities: 
Moderate Intensity 
Walking 
Hiking 
• Dancing 
• Baseball 
• Martial arts 
• Active video games 
• Riding a bike 
Vigorous Intensity 
• Jogging 
Paddling 
Tennis 
Swimming laps 
• Surfing/bodyboarding 
Soccer 
• Basketball 
Choose an activity or two. Do you enjoy ir? Does it require supplies Type of activity:-----------
equipment, facilities, or classes? Are there family or friends who will 
join you? Can you do it year-round? Consider a back-up activity. 
Where will you do your actiVity? Can you do this activity at home Place:--------------
or in your neighborhood? Do you have to go to a gym, a park, or a 
health club? 
How many days a wvek can you do th~ activity? Do you have to Deys and times during week: 
reschedule other activities? Start slowly and work up to th1s goal. ------
How long do you plan to do your /lctlvity each time? You should l.ength (minutes): 
build up time gradui!IIY over several weeks. Start with 5-10 minutes ---------~ 
and build up to 60 minutes of moderate or vigorous actwity. 
Who c.1n suppOit you or help with your new activity program? Who will help )'OU and how?: 
It 1s ideal for someone to work out with you. You may want to ask ------
someone to encourage you or help you to be active. 
PROVIDER'S USE ONLY 
SUGGESTED PROGRAM (FITT) 
Frequency 
Intensity 
Type 
F ___ times per week 
_. moderate activity C vigorous activity 
T type of physical activity 
Time T _minutes per session (Work up to_ minutes in __ weeks.) 
I agree to try out this physical activity plan from _____ to------· 
Patient's Signature Provider's !;)ignature Date 
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ROADBLOCKS MC!ny things can make it harder to change phys~eal activity habits. Here are some reasons people give 
that rMY m<~ke rt hard to increase their physical activity Check the ones that apply most to you. Later, you can refer to 
the suggestions in your Teen Guide for help getting around your roadblocks. 
0 Physical activity is hard work. Q do _no~like StxJrts ~f physical ac~ities 
Q I am usually _n:_o tired to be active. 
- ---
O I arn not good at sports. 
0 I do not have anyone to be active with. 0 I do not have a safe place to be active. 
0 The weather is bad O Exercise i~ boring. ___ 
0 There is no place for rne to exercise. 0 I do not have the time. 
-- - - - -0 I do not like to sweat. O I have too many family demands (e.g ., chores). 
0 I feel too out of shape to start exercising. O I am too busy with my job after school or on the 
weekends. 0 1 am too overweight. 0 I feel sore when 1 exercise. 
- -
,.: - ----0 I feel embarrass~d abOut r:y looks:_ 
0 My family members are not actiVe. O I do not have money for StxJrts or a health club. 
0 1 do not like exercise. 0 I do not have any sports equipment. O I would rather watch TV, use the computer, or read. O 1 have too much homework. - - ----- -0 I do not Know how to play sports. 
If you need some additional ideas for getting in more physical activity, look at the list below. 
Suggestions for Doing More Physical Activity 
Keep exercrse shoes clothes and equipment wr.e re you see them of en (like 1n front of tne TV) 
Schedule physrcal actiVrty l imes on your calenda lrke an apporntmenl 
Put remrnders to be actrve where you can see them (like on your ba hroom mrrror, or on the refngerator) 
Tell nends and famrly members abOut your act>vlly plans. 
Frnd good exerc1se routes tr at are close to home and vrsr ne>ghbOrhood parks and recreatron centers 
Jorn a sport team dance class or mart ral arts class or afterschool sports program 
Walk or nde your bt e to school or have your mom or dad dnve you partway there and walk to re t or the way 
• When wa lk>ng to and from c.ass take the long rOLrte to add a few mrnutes of brrsk walking to your dayr 
At school walk or play sports dunng brea ks or recess and take PE cia sr 
ACTIVITY LOG Use this activity log to keep track of your physical activity. Write down how long you do your activity as 
well as positive feelings and experiences. Note any roadblocks that discourage you from doing your activity and do 
something about them. When this log is full , make one of your own or use the one of on page 25 or your Teen Guide. 
DATE ACTIVITY MINUTES FEELING/COMMENTS 
How confident are you that you can do regular physical activity for the next three months? 
O Not at all confident () Somewhat confident 0 Very confident 
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APPENDIX 11 
Physical Activity Protocol j Aa ... sment Score • 31 
Congratulations! You are doing regular physical activity You have a right to feel proud that you are doing something very 
positive for yourself. Sometimes you might lose sight of the health and mental health benefits you are getting from 
physical activity. 
REVIEW YOUR PROGRAM By reviewing the activities you are doing now, you can see if any changes need to be made 
in your plan. The goat is to improve your chances of staying active 
What type(s) of activity do you usually do? ----------------------
How many times a week? 
WOO helps you or does the activity with you? ----------------------
Have you had any injuries? ----------------------------
What parts of your activity plan are you most satisfied with? ------------------
What parts of you activity plan are you least satisfied with? ------------------
What changes could you make in your activity plan to make it more enjoyable, convenient, or safe? -----
GlrrTING BACK ON TRACK Most people who are regularly active have stopped at one time or another in the past. 
Sometimes they stop for a few weeks. Sometimes it is years before they start being active again. Planning ahead by 
answering these questions now can help you get past roadblocks later. 
If you have stopped regular activity in the past, what caused you to stop? -------------
What could you have done differently that would have r.elped you stay active or what helped you get back on track 
quickly?-- --------------------------------
How confident are you that you can do regular physical activity for the next three months? 
0 Not at all confident 0 Somewhat confident C• Very confident 
PROVIDER'S USE ONLY: 
SUGGESTED PROGRAM (FITT) 
F _times per week 
(_ moderate activity 0 vigorous activity 
Frequency 
Intensity 
Type T type of physical activity 
Time T _minutes per session (Work up to_ minutes in_ weeks.) 
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If you need some additional ideas for getting in more physical activity , look at the list below. 
Suggestions for Doing More Physic;,/ Activity 
Keep exercise shoes clothes and equipment wt1ere you see them often (like in front of the TV) 
Schedule phystcal acttvtty t1mes on your calendar like an appointment 
Put remtnders to be active where you can see them (ltke on your bathroom mnror or on the refr gerator) 
Tell rnends and famtly members about your acltvity plans. 
Ftnd good exerctse routes tnat are close to home and VISit netghborhood parks and recreatton centers 
Jotn a sport team dance class or marttal arts class or afterschool sports program 
• Walk or nde your btke to school, or have your mom or dad dnve you partway there and v1a lk to rest or the way 
When walking to and from class take the long route to add a few mtnutes of brtsk walktng to your dayt 
At school walk or play sports dunng brea ks or recess and take PE class' 
TIPS FOR KEEPING THE PACE 
Injury to muscle, joints, and bones may be the most common cause of stopping activ~y . The best way to prevent injury is 
to avoid over-exercise. Do not do an activ~ that is too v igorous for you. If you are overdoing it, slow down. If you feel 
pain during physical activity, stop and l<~ke a rest 
The PACE recommendation of 60 minutes of moderate or v igorous activity 5 days a week provides maximum benefit at 
low levels of risk. Exercise scientists also suggest warming up before your main activity and stretching after your activity 
to lower your risk of injury. Warming up and cooling down can be slow versions of your actiVity, like slow walking. Gently 
stretch the muscles you use during the activity. Hold each stretch 5-10 seconds and don't bounce. 
There are times when you may stop your regular actlv~ . Thls may be due to more demands on your time at home, 
travel, or illness. Interruptions are normal and expected. The key is starting your regular actiVity again as soon as 
possible. 
HOW TO GET BACK ON TRACK 
Remind yourself tt>.at it is okay to have a pause in your activrty once in awhile . Den t be hard on yourself. 
You may need some extra help to get going again. Ask family and friends to help and encourage you. 
Ask someone to be active with you. 
• It may be helpful to tell everybody you know that you are restarting their activity 
• Use an Activ~ Log to keep track of your activ~ again. 
Give yourself small rewards each time you reach your physical activity goal. See a movie, buy a new outfit, call a 
friend, or praise yourself ("I did it and I'm proud or myself"). 
• For variety, try new activities. 
Do whatever worked for you in the past to restart physical activity. 
LOOK AHEAD FOR YOUR ROADBLOCKS 
What situation is most likely to make you stop being active? ---------------------
What can you do about this roadblock to prevent it or prepare for it? -------------------
What is the best way for you to get back on track if you stop? ---------------------
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APPENDIX 12 
PARENT TIP SHEET 
PACE+ is a program designed specifically for teens and young adults. The goal is to improve their health by 
helping them make positive lifestyle changes in their diet and level of physical activity. The program is " patient 
driven" which means the patient deddes when they are ready to change and what type of changes they would 
like to work towards. This helps their doctor to be more effective by matching his advice to what the patient is 
most interested in learning about. Your teen will learn valuable skills that will help them set goals to improve their 
health and then be successful at reaching them. 
The skills your teen will learn include: 
o Thinking about the benefits of change 
o Keeping track of behaviors 
o Identifying and overcoming barriers 
o Using their surroundings to help 
o Rewards 
o Finding social support 
o Planning ahead for problems 
Your son or daughter will select~ of three behaviors 
to discuss with their doctor: exerdse/physlcal activity, 
fruit & vegetable Intake or dietary fat Intake. Your son 
or daughter will the n discuss setting goals for that 
specific behavior with their doctor. Below are some tips 
for how n!!.l can help your child work on their goals. The 
next time they come to the clinic, the doctor will want 
to discuss their progress towards achieving their goa II 
You can play a big role in helping your teen make the healthful changes they are learning about in the PACE+ program. The 
most helpful thing you can do is to be supportive about the changes they are trying to make. You can even be a role model by 
incorporating these healthy behaviors into your everyday life. Try not to give them the idea that healthy living is a burden. If 
you complain about exercisiniJ or eating healthy your teen will come to believe that being healthy is a hassle . 
Physical Activity 
o Plan active family t ime: walking, hiking, bike riding, swimming, or play a game of football or soccer together. 
o Do a walk for charity together. There are dozens of wonderful causes to support by participatinsin a walk or run. 
o Support the extracurricularactivitiesyourteen l'articipates in by attendingtheir games, meets, races, and matches. 
o Think about activities you can do together. Plan to~ walking3 days a week or~ fora bike ride every Saturday. 
It's a great way to spend time together and your fitness will improve tool 
o Offer to take them places where they can be active, like a park, the beach, rofler skating, or ice skating. 
Fruits & Vegetables 
o Provide and encourage at leastl serving of fruits orvegetableswith every meal. 
o Try to have your teen's favorite fruits and vegetables readily available at home. lftheirfavorites are out of season, 
buythem canned in naturaljuicesorfrozen. 
o Send your teen to school with an apple, orange, banana, carrot sticks, or other easily portable fruit or vegetable. 
o Make a commitmentto include vegetables with dinner every night. Serve a salad, add vegetables to pastas, or serve a 
vegetable as a side dish. 
Dietary Fat 
o Umit how many times a week you eatatfastfood restaurants; try to cook as many meals at home as possible . 
o Teach your child how to cook some oftheirfavorite dishes. Letthem plan some meals. 
o Use smaller amounts of high fat foods, or try low fat options. 
o Pack a healthy lunch for school instead of spending money on high fat cafeteria or fast food. 
o Read food labels with your teen and help them learn how to choose lower fat foods. 
The media frequently addresses the obesity epidemic with a lot of attention given to the staggering statistics of overweight 
children. In America, approximately 9 million children and teenagers between ages 6 and 19 are overweight. The skills 
learned in PACE+ will help your teen avoid the risk of obesity, both now and in the future, as well as target a variety of 
preventable diseases induding several types of secondary concers, heart disease, and diabetes. 
Kapi'olani Medical Ce nter for Women and Children in collaboration with© PACE+- Project, San Diego state University Foundation 
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APPENDIX 13 
FOR PATIENTS WHO CHOOSE TO WORK ON FRU IT AND VEGETABLE INTAKE 
[First namt!l usually eats_ [drop-down= O: 1; 2; 3; 4; :, ; 6+ ,] servings of fruits and vegetables each day. They have an 
assessment score of_ [drop -down = 1 (does not in tend to start eating 5 or more servings of fruits and ve et bles a 
day in ~ he ne<t 6 man hs); 2 (intends to start ea ting 5 or more servir,gs o f ·ruit and vegetables a day in he next 6 
months); 3 (intends to sta ' t eating 5 or mor servings o f fr11it and vegetables a di!y in the next 30 days); 4 (has been 
ating 5 or more servings of fr-u its and vege abies a day ' or lf'ss tha'1 6 months); 5 (has been ea ing 5 or more serv1ngs o 
fr ui s and vegetables a day for more :han 6 months);]. 
Protueol 1 (Assessment score= 1) 
[~ i rst namel 's three main benefits of eating more fruits and vegetables were: 
_ [freetext] 
__ (free ext] 
_ [ freetext] 
I advised them that based on their medical status and health history, their most important benefits of eating more fruits 
and vegetables are: 
_ [free tex I 
They were given a tip sheet titled_ [dr op-down = Eat you1 vegetJbles ; Why should 1 eat healthy?;] . 
Pro tocol 2 (Assessment score = 2 or 3) 
[~ irst namej 's two main benefits of eating more fruits and vegetables were: 
_ [freetext ] 
_ [f reetex~l 
(Frrst nam I has also decided to implement the following change(s)_ [drop-dow n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 7;j days a week: 
_ [freetext j 
_ [freetex I 
(~tr)t name I listed the following as possible roadblocks: 
_ [drop-down= My favorite fr·esh fruits and veget~ble ar e diffkt lt to get yt'a r-ro.md .; F··esl-) ' ru its rd 
vegetables are expensive.; Vegetables aste bland and dul l. ; Fruits and vege tables take too lo ng to prepare .· 
Fr!"s fruits and vegetables spoil fast .; I do no have fresh fru its and vege tables at home for snacks or n eal s. It is 
too muc'"l e ffort to keep rack o' the number of servings o f fru 'ts dnd vege dbles tha ea t each day .; I is d ifficult 
o find fru it and vegetable feed opt ions in fas t food restaurants.; It is difficu lt to find fruit and v_getable food 
option; at school.; I dcn't ike fruit; and vege tables.; It's easier to grab a donut. ; Jun< ood tas\es be t ter.; Fr Jits 
and vegetables don't fill me up. ; There are not any fruits or vegetables in 'V '10use.; j 
To help [First narl" ] get past t hese roadblocks, I provided the following advice: 
_ [au tomatic = You can use canned or frozen frui ts and vegetab les year-round.; Buy fru its and vegetables 
when they are in season - they are inexpensive and changing your selection will add variety to your diet. ; 
Prepare vegetables with spices and herbs to add flavor · How about nibbling 0 '1 some grapes, raisin s, or other 
dried frui J You can also keep cu ra w vege abies in th;; fridg.- fo• a read y-to-go Sf'ack .; Canned and froze '1 
goods w 'lllast a lot longer than fr sh choices and nave many o ft".- ~ame nutrients.; Plan ahead of t ime- make 
a shopping list for foods you would like o hav on hand and ask \'Our parent to get them lor you., Follo w the "5 
A Day" recommendation withou t ~eep i ng track by eatmg 1 serving nf fruit with e.Jch meal and 1 serving of 
vegetab!es with lunch anri dinner ; ras -food restauran s are add1ng healt rier foods to thei r menus. Look for 
sa lads and order the dress ·ng on the side. If there is no healt y choice, try to ordf< r smaller por tion sizes., Plan 
ahead and bring your food o school. t--at way, yo :.J can control what you art- .. ating and save m oney If you 
don' t want to brrng your whole lunch, ry to bring ear thy snacks and JUS get a sand wich at school. ; There a• e 
lots o di l eren tr,•it s and vegetables to try . Be ad nturous <1na keep exp r imenting until you f rd a fe w you 
enjoy.; There are lo ts of frui ts and vegetables that can be quick and easy hc>al thy snacks . lnstc>ad o' a donut, 
grab an apple, barana, or or nge. Fruits are sweet and can satisfy a craving too.; Remind yourself hat it is okay 
to eat all foods, as long as you don't eat too much of less he<~ l thy foods. Tr v limiting your favor ite junk foods to 
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once or twice a week and be sure to add fruits and vegetables to your d iet. ; Fru its and vegetables are high in 
fibe r which will actually help fill you up eve n though you migh· be eating fewer calories.; Make sure to ask your 
mom or dad to buy fruits and vege tables at the store. Keep your house stocked so there will be plenty of 
options lor meals and snacks. ; ] 
[First name] is_ [drop-down= not at all conf ident, somew a confident very confident;] that they can follow their 
plan to make healthful choices for the next 3 months. 
I made the following recommendations; [ f ree te~ tj 
They were given a tip sheet titled_ drop-down = Eat your vege tables; Can't get 5 servings a day;]. 
Protocol 3 (Assessment score = 4 or 5) 
[First namej 's two motivators for eating at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables each day were: 
_ [ freetext) 
_ [freetext) 
[First name] plans to make the following future changes: 
_ [ freeteKt] 
[First name] is_ [drop-down = not at al l confident, somewhat confident , ve ry confident;) that they can follow their 
plan to make healthful choices for the next 3 months. 
1 made the following recommendations: [free text] 
They were given a tip sheet titled_ [drop-down = Eat you r vegetables; Can' get 5 servings a day;]. 
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FOR PATIENTS WHO CHOOSE TO WORK ON DIETARY FAT INTAKE: 
(First name! has an a~sessment score of [drop-down= 1 (does not consistent ly avo1d eating high fat foods and does not 
in tend to in hi! ne~t 6 mo nths) · 2 (dOI!s not consistently avoid eat ing nigh fat foods but intends o in the next 6 month•) ; 
3 (dOI!s no consistent ly avoid eating high fat foods bu t intends to in the next 30 days); 4 (consistently avoids eating high 
fa foods and has been doing so l or l"ss than 6 months); 5 (consistently a ids eating high fat foods and has be,.n doing 
so fo1 more than 6 months); ]. 
Protocol 1 (Assessment score = 1) 
(First namej 's three main benefits of eating less high-fat foods were : 
_ [ freetext] 
__ [freetext] 
_ [free ext] 
1 advised them that based on their medical status and health history, their m ost important benefits of eating more fruits 
and vegetables are : 
_ [ fre tex I 
They were given a tip sheet titled_ [drop-dow n = Why should I eat healthy?] . 
Protocol 2 (Assessment score = 2 or 3) 
(Firs name j's two main benefits of eating less high-fat foods were : 
_ [freetextj 
_ [freetextj 
[First name} has also decided to implement the following change(s) _ [d rop-down= 1, 1, 3, 4, 5 6, 7;] days a week: 
_ [freetex I 
_ [freetext] 
(Firs namej listed the following as possible roadblocks: 
_ (drop·down = I do not have enough time to mak~ low-fat ' oods.; I do not have enough time o worry abou t 
how much fat is in ood.; Low -fat foods are too expensive ; My sister/ bro ther w ill no want to ea t low-'at foods.; 
like the tas te of high-fat foods.; I do not li l<.e the aste of low-fat foods .. I am not sure 1 ere to find low · fat 
foods.; I want to eat whatever I want.; I do no want to worry about what I eat.; 1 can eat wha tever 1 want 
because I am more active.; High-fat foods are a t raditional part of my cul ture.; No one else eats low -fat foods. so 
why shou ld I?; It's ea~ ier to grab a burger.; Th~ vending machir.,;, only has canoy, soda, and chips.; Low-fat foa<b 
is tast<' less or tastes bad.; ow-fat fOOds dcn't fi l me up.; do no nave low -'at foods around fer meals and 
sna, ks.; It is too hard to find low -fat foods in ' ast food restaurants.; It is too hard to find low -fat foods in he 
school cafeteria.;] 
To help [First l'l<~me) get past these roadblocks, I provided the following advice : 
_ [automatic= Prepare foods ah ad of t ime - ask your mom or dad to make double the recipe and ' re!!ze 
some for o th<'r meals. Then you can use the microwave to reh at them during the week.; It does"l't take hat 
much time to read labels. Ask your mom or dad to stock your cabinets with lo w-fat foods so it w ill be easy to 
have lo w· fat meals and snacks ., Have your mom or dad buy fresh 1ngred1en s instead of processed ow -far foods. 
They are be tter fo r you and will be less expensive.; Bargain with your family- get the m to try low -fat foods and 
see how they li I! them.; Remind yoursel f th;a 1t is ok• v to P<H all foods, as long as you don' t eat too m uch o f less 
heal hy foods. Try limit ing your favori te high-fat fo:>ds to once o r twict! a week.; The-rE' are lo ts of spices and 
herbs to try that can add d ifferent fi a110rs to foods. Ask your morn or dad to try ou t new combinations with your 
fa vori e meals.; Low -fat foods are read ily available ;at your local gre<:ery store Tf>ese days, it is common for 
stores o have an arsle dedicated to low fat foods Go ro th sto1· with your parent and ask your grocer or 
help.; Remind yoursel f or the benef its of healthy e-ating. Eilt Jess of tl'l.- high-fat foods and add low -fa t foods to 
your d iet . You ma y find that lo w -fat locos taste good and ma<e you feel better .; Thin!c. about the benef its you 
want to receive fro eat:ng healthy. Try a hea lthy o iet nd see how you feel. Most low-fa t foods can be very 
sa tisfying al'ld can make you feel be. ter.; Think about the bf' nef its you want to receive rom ea ting healthy. Try 
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a healthy diet and see how yo 1 feel. Most low -fat fooos can be very sa t isfying and can make you re I better. : 
Remind yourse1 of the commi tment you made to being heal hy and he benef its you are rece iving. Re w ard 
yourself for your hard war< with things that you enjoy, other than food .; There are many ways to change recipes 
o low er their fa t con tent. Ask your mom or dad to play around w'th subs i ut ions and see i you can find a fun. 
more hea lthy alte,native.; Even though some people are no conrerned w 'th wha t they eat, everyone can 
improve their heal th by ea ting low -fat foods. To keep you mot ivated, emind yourself o f the reasons you stared 
this program and· w ;-..y being healthy is impor tant o you.; P ann'ng ahead can let you ea a quic~ and easy meal 
that is still healthy. A sandwich, fruit, low -fat yogurt, or a smoothie can all be 'ast, easy, and healthy meals . 
Even fa st food res taura'lts usuall y have lower fat choices, like a grilled ch icken sandwich. or salad with There are 
lots of w ays to prepare low -fat foods. Have you ' om or cad add some spices to make it flilvori ul and fun.; row -
fat aressing ; S<l ve money by bringing some low -fa snacks wit h you so you don' t have to buy food a the vending 
machine. Fr it , pretzels, and low -fat crac•ers and a few examoles. ; Ther~ a•e lots of ways to pre pa r~ lo w -fat 
ood~ . Have your mom or dad add som~ spices o ma.c;e i t flavor fu l a'1d fun.; Some low· fat foods (fr ui s, 
vegetables. crackers). can be high in fiber which wi ll actually help fi ll you up even though you might be ea ting 
'ewer calories.; Make sure to ask your mom or dad o buy low -fat foods at t e sore. Keep your house Hocked 
so there will be plenty of options for meals and nacks.; Fast-food restaura nts are addrng neal thier op t ions to 
the ir menus. Look for deli sandwiches or sa lads and or er he dressing on t he side . I there is no neal thy choice , 
try o order smaller portion s1zes., Plan ahead and br ing ur food to school. That way, you can control w 'la 
you are ea ting and save money! If you don' t want to bring your whole lu'lch, try to bring healthy snacks and just 
get a sandw ich at sct>ool.; l 
[First name] is _ [drop-down = not at all confident, somewhat confider!, very confident] that they can follow their 
plan to make healthful choices for the next 3 months. 
1 made the following recommendations: [f reetext] 
They were given a tip sheet titled_ [drop-down = Fat servings and sizes; Lowfat snacks; Eating well whi le eat:ng out; 
High vs. low fat foods; Figuring out fat; Vending machines. Tios for being hea lthy at school , The American diet ; ow fat 
subs titut ions for high fa t foods; Not sure abou t portion sizes?; What cou nts as a fat ty food?;]. 
Protocol 3 (Assessment score = 4 or 5) 
(!=rrst name]'s two motivators for eating less high-fat foods were; 
_ [freetex 1 
_ [freetex ] 
[Fi rst n<~me] plans to make the following future changes: 
_ [ free ext] 
(First name! is_ [drop down= not at all confident, som~what confident ve ry confident] that they can follow their 
plan to make healthful choices for the next :1 months. 
I made the following recommendations; [f reetex t] 
They were given a tip sheet titled_ [drop-down = Fat se1 v:ngs and sizes; Low fat sn cks; Eating well while ear:ng ou t ; 
High vs. low fat foods; Figuring ou t fat; Vending machines, Tips for being healthy at school · The American die t; , ow fat 
substitutions for high fat foods; Not sure about port ion sizes?; What coun ts as a fatty food';] . 
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FOR PATIENTS WHO CHOOSE TO WORK ON PHYSICAL ACTVITY 
[Ftrst n.;~me] currently exercises for 60 m inutes or more_ [droo-oown = o· 1: 2; 3; 4 ; 5; 6 ~; 1 days a week. They have 
an assessment score of __ (drop-down= 1 (does not in end to start doing 60 minutes of physical activity 5 or more days 
per week in the next 6 months ); 2 (intends to star t doing GO minutes of physical activity 5 or more days per week in the 
next 6 months); 3 ('ntends o start doing 60 minu 1% of physica' activi y 5 or more days per week :nth~ ne~t 30 days), 4 
(has been doing 60 minutes of physicat <~ C tivi ty on 5 0 1 mote ddys per week for less than 6 months); 5 (has been doing 60 
minutes of physical dct'vity on 5 or more days per week for over 6 months);]. 
Protocol 1 (Assessment score = 1) 
[First name] 's main benefit of being active was: __ (freetext] 
1 advised them that based on their medical sta tus and health history, their most important benefits of physical activity 
are: 
_ [fret> t x] 
They were given a tip sheet titled_ [drop-down= Top ten reasons to e less sedentary;]. 
P·otocol 2 (Assessment scorl:' = 2 or 3) 
[Hrst name] 's two main benefits of being active were: 
_ [feetPx ] 
_ [ rel:'tex] 
l~irst no~me] 's suggested physical activity plan is as follows: 
Frequency: _ (drop-down = 1; 2; 3; 4, 5, 6; 7;] t imes a week 
Intensity:_ [drop-down= mooera te ; vigorous;] activity 
Type of activity : _ [freetext] 
Time: _ [drop-down = 15; 30; 45· 60;] minutes a day (Work up to [drop-dow"l = 15; 30: 45; 60,] minutes in 
drop-down= 1; 2.· 3; 4; 5, 6, 7, 8; 9; 10; 11 · 12;] weeks.) 
Trial period : [nlendar] to [ca endar] 
(Ftrst n me] llsted the fol lowing as possible roadblocks: 
_ [drop-down= Physical activity is hard work.; I am usually too tired to be active .. I do not have anyone to oe 
active with.; The weather ·s bad.; There is no place for me to be active.; I do not Fl:e to sweat. ; fee l too o-t t of 
shape to start exercising · am o verweight. · I eel embarrassed abo t my looks.; My fa mily members are ot 
actiw .; I do r-.ot like exercise.; I have oo much homework.; I do not like sports or physic I activities.; I am net 
good at sporh.: I do not have a safe place to be act've. ; Exercise is bor'ng.; I do not have the time.; I 'lave :oo 
many family demands (e.g., chores).; I am too busy with my job af er school or on the weekends., 1 feel sore 
when 1 exercise .; 1 do not have money for spo ts or a health club.; 1 do not have any sports equ 'pment.; 1 wou ld 
rather wa tch TV, use the compu ter, or read .; I do not now how to play sports.; ] 
To help [First name] get past these roadblocks, I provided the following advice ' 
_ [autornat1c =Pick an act ivity hat you enj and tha t is easy fo r you . " o pa in, no gain" IS a myth., -ell 
yourself, ''This activity will g:ve me more energy '. ; Ask your fri~nds and family to join you , walk the dog, rent an 
exerc :se v:deo to do alone, or join a sports team ana mak.e some ne w exercise fr iends.; Find a place to be actrve 
inside: at home, at a local mall, or a a recreation center . Use the bad weather as an opportunity o do your 
cho,es or clE-an your room.; Pick an actt vi y you c n do nt>ar your hom or school Walk around your 
neighborhood, at a park, or do aerobics with a TV show a home .; Do mooerate-intens:ty ohysical activity, like 
bris wa1king.; Sta t t out slowly. With regular e~ercise you will get in better shape. Soon, the same amount o 
exercise wi ll be easier for u and you'll ~njoy i t more.; Yo~ r an berefit from physical activity, regardless of ynur 
werght. Physical ac 1Vity is neeaed for healthy weig t loss ana marntenance. Start s owly, and pic~ a low -impact 
activity l i ~<!' walking or a non-impact activity li t> swimminB that you are com fot table w 'th.; Wa 1<. with a friend so 
you' ll be too busy tal' ing to think about who is looktng at you. W e sofTietimes f I self-conscious, but in 
actuality, people don' t pay much attention to our looks when we are active. If it still bothers you, be active at 
places where here a1 e people o f all shapes and sizes. Be sure to wear ex!.'rc tse clothes in which you fee l 
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comfortable.; Maybe they would li. e to be pl'>y~ ·ca:l y act ive J~k tnern to join yo u. Even if tl)ey a• e o t a, rve, 
ask t hem to help you stay act1ve. Be speci f ic about ho w they could help you., Do no t exercise. Start a hobby or 
do sorne th:ng fun that gets you moving ike dancing, rna1t ial a1 s or walk:ng your dog. Remernoer tha physical 
act ivit y gets more erjoyable wi th t1111e. · It is important to set your homewo1k done I Plan ahead so that you can 
be active when it is ligh out and save your studying or he even1 ng hours w hen i is oo dar< to be outside. On 
tr.e weekends or when you have lets of ho•newor • u~e physrca l acti vi y to take short breaks 01 studying.; 
There ar lo s o f oifferent activit ie ~ to try I rom waiHng to vo' leybal to surf ing. Experim nt w' th differe nt ones 
unt il you find an act iv1 ty nat is un fer you. Yo cJn even bring a fr iend dlong o make bemg ~ct ive lo ts more 
' un. · You don' t have to play spar s to be active. W !King, bi ing, and washing the car are all ohysical activities 
with real benefits.; ,f your neighborhood is not sa' e, try to fina o ther places o do prysical activity, like at a 
superv'sed recrea t ion cen er, at a shopping cen er, or at as hool · Listen to mus1 d r ing your ac IVIt Y o Ma~t' it 
fun. Exe1 cise w i h f1 iends and be soc ial. Wal or bike in a fun place like tne beach, the mall , a park, ~ a 
rec reation center .; I t is hard to fit physica act ivity in bu t t t)e benefits you get make the struggle worth i t . Do 
wha you can. Some exercise is much better an none. You can also break up your act 'v' ty and do st>veral 
shorter sessions duri"lg the day.; Plan you• activ•tv Ot for your chores and remember tnat some chores coun t as 
activity - ur"l on the •nus•c when you clean yoU/ room a net ct o y;u d work. If you need to go to soci;ol fam11y 
unctions, be a=tive before you go o r see if family membe•s w ·ll join you.; Remember that activ' ty accum ulates 
duri01g ~he day so do.r>g several short bou ts o' act' vity can r"'ally add up. Ta e a walk in he morning walk to do 
errands, or ta ke a b1eak dur ing lunch , Having several smaller sessions c n help you fi t activity i'1tO the busiest 
schedu e.; Pace yow self . Exercise more s!m• v or •n smal l,. • p er.es, a'ld stretch afterwaras. Stre tching is 
importilnt since it will help your muscles to not g!! t sore.; Ther!! are lots of ways to be act ive tha t do not cos t 
money - go for a walk. , exercise w •t h fri rds, dance to 1'1l!sic, do aerobics w' th a TV rogram, or 'o in a sport s 
team. There are lo ts f ways to be active w i hout sports equipMent : wal outs1de, da nce to musk . >'ind a fri t>nd 
with sports " quipment or see if you can use equipment at a con11nuni ty recreat ;on cen:er or at sc'1ool.; You 
don' t have to give up these sedentary act ivities! Just reduce the time by 30-4S rr inutes so you can get some 
pl)ysical activity in fi rs , o r ao your physical ac tiv:ties while you watch o r read., Having a physical ac iv'ty goal can 
be a grea way o learn ! Jo'n a ean or find a friend who can each you how to play As you practice, you w1 ll 
get better ar>d better !;) 
[Crrs na'111!] is_ [drop-down = not a all conf ident, somewra :o" 11'!ent ve ry confident] that they can do regular 
physical activity for the next 3 months. 
They were given a tip sheet titled_ [drop-down = Modt> 1a te and vigorous phy~ical act ivi ty; Exercise aro nd the house; 
Ge tin started with physical activ'ty· Why not t wa'king>, How to maKe better sedenta ry choices; TUI r· o f f the TV;]. 
Protoco l 3 (Assessment score = 4 or 5) 
c,r~t name j's three motivators for staying active were: _ 
_ [f•eetex j 
_ (freetext] 
_ [ freet ex t) 
[-i rst name) '~ current physical activity program is as follows : 
Type(s) of activity: _ (freetextj 
Number of times per week: _ [drop-down = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 · 6; 7) 
I suggested the following physical activit y program: 
Frequency: _ [drop-down= 1; 2; 3, 4; S· 6, 7) t imes a week 
Intensity: _ (drop-down= modecate, vrgorous; activity 
Type of activity: _ [freet!!xt ) 
Time : _ [drop-down= 15; 30; 45; 60;) minutes a day (Work up to [drop-down = 15; 30; 45; 60;) minutes in 
[drop-d wn = 1; 2· 3; 4; 5; 6; 7, 8; 0 ; 10; 11 ; :!;] weeks.) 
Trial period : (calendar) to fca endar) 
They were given a tip sheet titled_ [drop-down = Modt> ro .1nd vigorous physrcal ct ivity:] , 
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